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Hurricanes extend naming rights agreement for PNC Arena after multiple extensions

PNC Arena, home of the NHL’s Carolina Hurricanes and the 
N.C. State men’s basketball team, will remain “PNC Arena” 
for at least two more years after the Canes and bank officials 
announced an agreement Wednesday. 

At a special board meeting of the Centennial Authority, which 
officially owns and oversees the arena and its operation, the 
group agreed to the new agreement, which includes a two-
year extension of the building’s naming rights, and a seven-
year agreement overall between Gale Force Holdings — 
parent company of the Hurricanes — and PNC Bank. In 
addition to two years of building naming rights, PNC will have 
sponsorship of the previously unsponsored club level at the 
arena for seven years — a term that matches the currently 
agreed-to lease between the Centennial Authority and the 
Hurricanes. 

No financial terms have been disclosed. 

The original 20-year deal between the Hurricanes and what 
was originally RBC Centura Bank, worth $4 million per year, 
expired at the end of August, but the two sides continued to 
extend the negotiating window to pursue a long-term 
extension. Any naming-rights revenue is divided among the 
Hurricanes, N.C. State and the Centennial Authority. 

The most recently negotiated lease agreement between the 
Hurricanes and Centennial Authority runs through Sept. 30, 
2029, though longer-term deals have been discussed in 
conjunction with a major renovation project that would 
transform the 24-year-old arena into a more modern event 
venue. 

The Centennial Authority and N.C. State receive a flat fee for 
naming rights, per the lease agreement, even if there is no 
naming rights sponsor. The Centennial Authority receives 
about $1.7 million, and N.C. State about $300,000 annually 
for naming rights.   

  

 

NHL Power Rankings: Movement in the top 5, plus a reason to keep watching each team 
By Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn 

It’s the same story every year around this time. Most of the 
Stanley Cup playoff races are locked up, some matchups are 
already decided and there’s not a whole lot worth caring 
about. 
 
Once again The Rankings Boys have you covered with one 
reason to keep tuning in for each team, whether that’s a 
playoff race, a division title, or a personal milestone for a star 
player. Every team has something. Here’s why you should 
keep watching. 
 
1. Boston Bruins 
 
Last Week: 1 
Record: 58-12-5 
Sean rank: 1 
Dom rank: 1 
 
David Pastrnak’s goal on Thursday night — his 53rd of the 
season — accomplished a few different things. It beat the 
Blue Jackets; it set the franchise record for wins (58) and tied 
the franchise record for points (121); it clinched the 
Presidents’ Trophy (and home-ice advantage throughout the 
playoffs) in March. And it pushed the Bruins a bit closer to a 
serious bit of NHL history. They need to win five of their final 
seven games to set the NHL record with 63 victories. Getting 

there seems tough — there are games against New Jersey, 
Toronto and Pittsburgh remaining — and absolutely doable. 
Meanwhile, the all-time points percentage mark (.825, 1976-
77 Canadiens) is out of reach, but they’re currently alone in 
second (.807). Unreal. 
 
2. New Jersey Devils 
 
Last Week: 2 
Record: 47-20-8 
Sean rank: 2 
Dom rank: 2 
 
A 50-goal season may be out of reach for Jack Hughes, but 
the superstar center is only nine points away from his first 
100-point season. He’s 13 away with just seven games 
remaining so it won’t be easy, but it’s certainly doable with 
the way he’s played this year. If he hits the mark he’ll join an 
elite club featuring Connor McDavid, Sidney Crosby, Alex 
Ovechkin, Evgeni Malkin, Nicklas Backstrom and Eric Staal 
as the only players to hit the mark before turning 22 in the 
salary cap era. 
 
3. Edmonton Oilers 
 
Last Week: 6 
Record: 43-23-9 
Sean rank: 3 
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Dom rank: 4 
 
A division title is still within reach, but the real reason to 
watch is the same as it always is in Oil Country: The Connor 
McDavid show. 
 
He already has 61 goals and 144 points — just how high can 
he finish this season? With six games left, a 150-point 
season should be a cakewalk, but can he hit 65 goals or 
even 155 points? We’re excited to find out. 
 
4. Toronto Maple Leafs 
 
Last Week: 4 
Record: 44-20-10 
Sean rank: 5 
Dom rank: 3 
 
There hasn’t been much reason to watch the Leafs this year 
in terms of narrative. We’ve known exactly where they were 
going to finish and who they would play in the playoffs since 
December or so — and they’ll only be judged on what they 
do in April and beyond anyways. Right now the main reason 
to watch is to see how the team jells after a busy deadline. 
The pieces are starting to come together and it feels like a 
second training camp as the team tries to figure out who 
plays where. What are the defense pairings going to be in 
the playoffs? That’s the big question and the remaining 
games might have the answer. 
 
5. Colorado Avalanche 
 
Last Week: 8 
Record: 44-24-6 
Sean rank: 4 
Dom rank: 5 
 
From 2019 to 2022, Nathan MacKinnon scored at a 110-
point pace every season. In 2017-18, he scored at a 107-
point pace. Believe it or not, he’s never actually scored 100 
points. He came closest in 2018-19 with 99 — the one year 
he didn’t pace for 105 points — but he’s been undone by 
games missed every season. The same is true this year as 
MacKinnon has only been able to suit up for 63 games, but 
that hasn’t stopped him from putting up 95 points. With eight 
games left can he finally reach the century mark, or will he 
encounter yet another unlucky malady? 
 
6. Vegas Golden Knights 
 
Last Week: 7 
Record: 46-22-7  
Sean rank: 7 
Dom rank: 6 
 
Every team wants to win their division, but it’s probably a bit 
more pressing for the Golden Knights. Finishing first in the 
Pacific would almost certainly get them out of playing the 
Oilers, who they’ve struggled with this season. Edmonton 
has won three of four against Vegas and averaged 4.5 goals 
scored in the process. Doesn’t matter whether it’s Logan 
Thompson or Laurent Brossoit in net; both guys would rather 
avoid Connor McDavid. Imagine that. 

7. New York Rangers 
 
Last Week: 5 
Record: 44-21-10 
Sean rank: 6 
Dom rank: 7 
 
Can they keep things rolling? Post-deadline, the Rangers are 
9-3-1 with a plus-20 goal margin and are playing to the 
highest points percentage (.731) in the Eastern Conference. 
It’s not a coincidence that in that stretch, Igor Shesterkin has 
put up a save percentage above .930 and the eighth-best 
GSAx in the league. That’s 2021-22 Shesterkin, in other 
words. Other teams should be concerned. 
 
8. Carolina Hurricanes 
 
Last Week: 3 
Record: 47-18-9 
Sean rank: 9 
Dom rank: 8 
 
Are, uh, we sure the Hurricanes are going to win the 
Metropolitan Division? Wednesday’s zero-point loss to the 
Red Wings took their probability from 84 to 70 percent. Now, 
their remaining schedule is a little soft, and they don’t play 
the Devils or Rangers — that helps. Still, this is a team that’s 
gone 4-6-1 and been outscored 37-25 overall since Andrei 
Svechnikov’s injury. In those 10 games, they’ve seen a major 
drop in their five-on-five numbers and rolled out the least 
efficient power play in the league. Not good. 
 
9. Minnesota Wild 
 
Last Week: 11 
Record: 44-22-9 
Sean rank: 8 
Dom rank: 9 
 
Other than trying to retain control of the Central? Let’s all see 
what Matt Boldy pulls off next. There’s an element of luck in 
scoring 11 times in 11 games — just like there’s an element 
of luck in going 19 games without beating a real, live goalie, 
as Boldy did earlier this season — but the binge he’s been 
on has been remarkable, entertaining and supplemented by 
some really encouraging numbers across the board. 
 
10. Dallas Stars 
 
Last Week: 9 
Record: 40-20-14  
Sean rank: 10 
Dom rank: 10 
 
Regaining control of the Central would be nice for Dallas, 
even though it’s not particularly likely at the moment. They’re 
three points behind the Wild with a game in hand. If that 
result holds, the Stars can blame their overtime issues. Only 
Calgary and San Jose have more  overtime ties  than their 
14. 
 
11. Los Angeles Kings 
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Last Week: 10 
Record: 43-20-10 
Sean rank: 11 
Dom rank: 11 
 
It’s the same story for a few teams in this section of the 
rankings: win the division and avoid a worse matchup. 
There’s a big difference between playing Edmonton or Vegas 
in the opening round compared to Seattle or Winnipeg. For 
the Kings, it’s the difference between being favored in the 
opening round and not. They threw everything they could at 
Stuart Skinner on Thursday night, but couldn’t buy a goal, 
losing a tight one to the Oilers in regulation. That loss puts 
them one point back of the Oilers with a game in hand. The 
Kings have played very well of late, but finishing third in the 
division would be far from ideal. 
 
12. Tampa Bay Lightning 
 
Last Week: 12 
Record: 44-26-6 
Sean rank: 12 
Dom rank: 12 
 
The Lightning haven’t had a lot to play for over the past few 
months as they patiently wait to embark on what is hopefully 
another long run. One interesting thing to watch for though is 
Brayden Point chasing his first-ever 50-goal season. He has 
47 right now with six games left — his odds of getting there 
look pretty good. If Point gets there it would be the fourth 50-
goal season in franchise history, joining Steven Stamkos in 
2009-10, 2011-12 and Vincent Lecavlier in 2006-07. 
 
13. New York Islanders 
 
Last Week: 13 
Record: 39-28-9 
Sean rank: 13 
Dom rank: 13 
 
With each passing day, the Islanders get a little closer to 
true-blue playoff lock status. They’re not quite there yet, 
though. Best to wait for Pittsburgh or Florida to drop another 
game or two and watch Ilya Sorokin continue to make his 
case for the Vezina Trophy. It feels increasingly like the 
general managers are going to opt for Linus Ullmark. That’d 
be a tough break for Sorokin, who does more for his team 
than any of his peers. 
 
14. Seattle Kraken 
 
Last Week: 14 
Record: 40-25-8  
Sean rank: 14 
Dom rank: 14 
 
Against all odds, the Seattle Kraken are on the verge of 
clinching a playoff spot, their first ever. That was hard to 
believe possible after watching their inaugural season, but 
the Kraken have found the magic touch this year. Witness 
history. 
 
15. Pittsburgh Penguins 

 
Last Week: 15 
Record: 37-28-10  
Sean rank: 15 
Dom rank: 15 
 
For months, the Penguins’ destiny has seemed clear; drag 
themselves into the playoffs, then get stomped by whoever 
they draw in the first round. They haven’t yet accomplished 
the first half of that equation, and on plenty of nights it seems 
like they won’t — Tuesday’s zero-point loss to Detroit, for 
example. When it comes to the second wild-card spot, 
though, all you have to be is better than the team behind 
you, and they’ve at least managed that. 
 
16. Florida Panthers 
 
Last Week: 16 
Record: 38-31-7 
Sean rank: 16 
Dom rank: 16 
 
The Panthers are one of the most watchable teams right now 
in the sense that they’re one of the few still fighting for a 
playoff spot. But actually watching them try to earn that spot 
has been painful. They’re a shade of the powerhouse they 
were last season and have looked listless on a number of 
occasions over the past two weeks as their odds slip away. 
Florida’s final six games should be exciting on the basis of 
the stakes at hand alone, but it would be nice if the team 
played a game worthy of the playoff spot it’s trying to earn. 
 
17. Winnipeg Jets 
 
Last Week: 17 
Record: 41-31-3  
Sean rank: 17 
Dom rank: 17 
 
The Jets have seven games to pull the car out of the ditch. 
When a team loses 14 of 21, you’re probably going to have 
your choice of spots to place blame, and the whole thing 
(shocker) starts with the Jets’ best forwards … but it’s also 
worth noting that Connor Hellebuyck has an .894 save 
percentage and is 54th in GSAx since Feb. 28. This roster 
always had the scent of one that relies too heavily on its 
goalie, and that’s been proven correct. 
 
18. Calgary Flames 
 
Last Week: 19 
Record: 34-26-15 
Sean rank: 18 
Dom rank: 18 
 
On Friday night, the Flames will try to a) win their third 
consecutive game for the first time since Dec. 7 and b) tie 
the Jets in points. This is not a team that should be in a 
playoff race, but here they find themselves. That isn’t a 
complaint — we’ll take relevant April games wherever we 
can get them, even when they involve aggressive mediocrity. 
 
19. Nashville Predators 
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Last Week: 18 
Record: 37-29-8 
Sean rank: 19 
Dom rank: 19 
 
Somehow, someway this Predators team— without Roman 
Josi, Filip Forsberg, Matt Duchene, Ryan Johansen and all 
the pieces they sold at the deadline — is still in the playoff 
mix. Whichever team let that happen (we won’t name names, 
but it rhymes with “regrets”) should be embarrassed. Juuse 
Saros has been the driving force behind Nashville’s shocking 
playoff bid and watching him tend the goal is reason enough 
to tune in. 
 
Plus you’ll get to learn about exciting players like Egor 
Afanasyev, Luke Evangelista, Tommy Novak, and Cole 
Smith. Those are all real players, we promise. 
 
20. Ottawa Senators 
 
Last Week: 20 
Record: 37-33-5 
Sean rank: 20 
Dom rank: 20 
 
The Senators had a one percent chance at making the 
playoffs entering Thursday night’s game. They’re five points 
back with just seven games — it’s not happening. 
 
But. 
 
What if it does? What if the Senators pull off a miracle? 
 
It won’t happen, but it might happen. One out of 100 times. 
Don’t risk not watching, you might miss it. Plus you might get 
to see Ryan Reynolds pop up. That’s exciting, too. 
 
21. Buffalo Sabres 
 
Last Week: 21 
Record: 35-31-7 
Sean rank: 21 
Dom rank: 21 
 
Just like Ottawa, it will take a miracle for the Sabres to make 
the playoffs. Their chances are a little better thanks to having 
an easier schedule and more games remaining, but they’re 
obviously still facing very long odds. If you’re a Sabres fan 
who somehow still has hope then that’s reason enough. For 
the more realistic fans, it’s about the future and that could 
start Friday night with Devon Levi’s first-ever NHL start. 
Buffalo’s biggest issue this season was between the pipes — 
he could be The Answer for next year. 
 
22. Washington Capitals 
 
Last Week: 21 
Record: 34-33-9 
Sean rank: 23 
Dom rank: 22 
 

Alex Ovechkin has 42 goals with six games remaining. 
Before you discount the possibility that he could hit the 50-
goal mark for a 10th time and snag the all-time record for 
himself, remember that this season alone, he’s had stretches 
of seven in four and nine in six. 
 
23. Vancouver Canucks 
 
Last Week: 23 
Record: 34-34-6  
Sean rank: 22 
Dom rank: 23 
 
Will Elias Pettersson (13-game point streak) and the New 
Coach Bounce (16-9-3 under Rick Tocchet) combine to nuke 
the Canucks’ Connor Bedard hopes? They’re at 5.0 percent 
and falling. Good work, fellas, but you’ve made your point. 
 
24. St. Louis Blues 
 
Last Week: 24 
Record: 35-34-6 
Sean rank: 25 
Dom rank: 24 
 
The Blues aren’t playing for anything, but there’s still some 
excitement in watching their “found money” crush it down the 
stretch. Sammy Blais has 18 points in 24 games, Kasperi 
Kapanen has 12 points in 16 games, and Jakub Vrana has 
nine goals in 13 games. Those are nice returns on three 
players who either weren’t expected to offer much (Blais, 
Kapanen) or didn’t cost much (Vrana). If they keep this up 
maybe there’s hope for the Blues after all for next year. 
 
25. Detroit Red Wings 
 
Last Week: 25 
Record: 33-32-9 
Sean rank: 24 
Dom rank: 25 
 
The Red Wings are on the verge of playing themselves out 
of the Bedard Race completely; only the top 11 teams have 
an actual shot at the No. 1 pick, and that’s the spot Detroit 
finds itself in at the moment. Seriously, they’ve beaten the 
Penguins and Hurricanes this week. 
 
26. Philadelphia Flyers 
 
Last Week: 26 
Record: 29-32-13 
Sean rank: 26 
Dom rank: 26 
 
The Flyers have a pretty sizable lead in the standings on the 
27th-place Coyotes. Maximizing their odds for Bedard will be 
tough, but they do get a little better if Carter Hart is sidelined 
for an extended period of time. Let’s see how close they can 
get. 
 
27. Arizona Coyotes 
 
Last Week: 27 
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Record: 27-35-13  
Sean rank: 27 
Dom rank: 27 
 
Did you know Clayton Keller has a realistic shot at 90 points? 
Probably not. It’s a cool story, and one worth noting today 
specifically — Friday is the one-year anniversary of his brutal 
leg injury. 
 
28. Montreal Canadiens 
 
Last Week: 28 
Record: 30-40-6 
Sean rank: 28 
Dom rank: 28 
 
The Montreal Canadiens have been an infirmary this season 
with injury after injury after injury. It’s led to some newcomers 
getting a shot they might not have received otherwise. For a 
rebuilding team that’s reason enough to watch — and to 
hope no other serious injury gets added to the list. 
 
29. Anaheim Ducks 
 
Last Week: 29 
Record: 23-42-10  
Sean rank: 30 
Dom rank: 29 
 
Any team with young players wants them to show a nice 
finishing kick. Beyond that, the question is whether any Duck 
on the current roster winds up with a plus rating. Unless you 
count deadline addition Scott Harrington, Anaheim’s best 
bets are Derek Grant (minus-5) and Troy Terry (minus-8). 
30. San Jose Sharks 

 
Last Week: 32 
Record: 21-39-15  
Sean rank: 29 
Dom rank: 30 
 
It’s not often there’s any logical reason to watch any team in 
the league’s bottom third at this point in the season. The 
Sharks are the exception to that rule and have been all 
season for one reason: Erik Karlsson. All year we’ve 
wondered whether he can actually hit 100 points and that 
quest is coming down to the wire. He’s at 91 points with 
seven games left — does he pull it off? 
 
31. Columbus Blue Jackets 
 
Last Week: 31 
Record: 23-43-8  
Sean rank: 31 
Dom rank: 31 
 
The original question was whether rookie winger Kirill 
Marchenko would bolster his Cy Young candidacy (20G, 3A), 
but if we’re being honest, he’s already put a bow on that one. 
At the moment, he’s in “Cliff Lee in 2008” territory. 
 
32. Chicago Blackhawks 
 
Last Week: 30 
Record: 24-45-6 
Sean rank: 32 
Dom rank: 32 
 
You’re still watching?

 

What did we learn about the Hurricanes after their recent run of challenging games? 
By Cory Lavalette 
 
If there was ever a stretch of games that will test a team’s 
playoff readiness, it was the one the Hurricanes just finished. 
 
Carolina played five games in eight days against the top 
three teams in both the Metropolitan and Atlantic divisions, a 
gauntlet that, at times, felt like postseason hockey. 
 
Starting Thursday in Detroit, the Hurricanes will play eight of 
their final nine games against teams currently out of playoff 
position, giving Carolina an opportunity to lock down first 
place in the Metro and secure home ice for at least the first 
and second rounds. 
 
Carolina will, of course, be judged on how they do in the 
playoffs, and the recent games against the Rangers (twice), 
Maple Leafs, Bruins and Lightning provided a glimpse of 
what may work for the Hurricanes in the postseason and 
what they need to work on down the stretch. 
 
Hurricanes on par with East’s best 
 

Carolina went 2-2-1 in the five-game stretch, splitting a 
home-and-home with the Rangers, beating the Maple Leafs, 
losing a shootout to the Bruins and losing to the Lightning. 
 
Outside of Tuesday’s 4-0 loss to Tampa Bay, each was a 
one-goal game (Carolina added an empty-net goal in the 5-3 
win over the Leafs) and felt like a preview of what’s to come 
in the postseason. 
 
“It’s been a good stretch of hockey, getting us ready for that 
playoff atmosphere and playoff-type hockey,” defenseman 
Brady Skjei after the fourth game of the run, the home 
shootout loss to Boston. “So it’s been a grind and we’ve 
played pretty well. We’ve had some moments where we can 
learn from, but for the most part, it’s been a pretty good 
stretch.” 
 
Scoring struggles return 
 
The Hurricanes had 12 goals in the five games, though the 
shutout loss to the Lightning skewed the offensive output 
from three goals per game down to 2.4. 
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More alarming than managing more than three goals just 
once in the five games is how the Hurricanes scored their 
goals. 
 
In just two of those games did they score in more than one 
period — all three goals in New York on March 21 came in 
an eight-minute stretch in the third period — and of the 15 
regulation periods played during the five games, the 
Hurricanes scored in just six of them. Their opponents 
scored in nine. 
 
The lack of scoring particularly hurt Carolina in the 2-1 home 
loss to the Rangers. The Hurricanes played arguably their 
best period of the season in the first against New York, 
outshooting the Rangers 13-3 and holding a stunning 25-0 
five-on-five shot attempt advantage in the opening 20 
minutes. 
 
The Hurricanes, however, mustered only one goal. 
 
“We play this game again with those chances, we probably 
score more than one,” said center Sebastian Aho, who 
scored the lone goal in that period and the game for 
Carolina. 
 
Coach Rod Brind’Amour was asked if his team has to see 
more results on the scoreboard after such a period. 
 
“We needed to get more, obviously,” he said. “But you 
couldn’t really do much better, from a period standpoint. 
Honestly, the whole game felt like we were doing exactly 
what we had to do. … We did everything we needed to do to 
win, it just didn’t happen.” 
 
In a “well, that’s hockey” moment two days later, the 
Hurricanes were dominated by the Maple Leafs in the 
second period as Toronto captain Auston Matthews had nine 
of his NHL season-high 15 shots on goal, but Carolina came 
away with a 5-3 win. 
 
“It’s funny how it goes because the first two games we 
played that team, I thought we deserved way better,” 
Brind’Amour said of Carolina’s losses to the Maple Leafs 
earlier in the season. “And then tonight, we didn’t deserve 
that. But sometimes it evens out.” 
 
It shows how razor-thin the difference is between winning 
and losing, something that will surely be magnified in the 
playoffs. 
 
“It’s playoff hockey. Who doesn’t like playoff hockey?” 
forward Stefan Noesen said after the win over the Leafs. “I 
know it’s still the regular season, but each game is 
meaningful. Each game we’re playing against teams that are 
gearing up for the playoffs. Nothing better.” 
 
Flair for the dramatic 
 
What the Hurricanes have lacked in consistent scoring, 
they’ve made for with clutch play, and it started with the first 
game of the five. 
 

Down 1-0 at Madison Square Garden, Carolina tied the 
game on a goal by defenseman Jalen Chatfield just before 
the midway point of the third period. The Rangers’ Kaapo 
Kakko answered 39 seconds later, only to see the 
Hurricanes tied the game in 18 seconds on a goal by 
Noesen. 
 
They capped the rally with the game-winning goal by Teuvo 
Teravainen with just over 2 1/2 minutes left. 
 
Similar theatrics were necessary against Toronto after the 
Leafs tied the game in their big second period with two goals. 
Noesen again scored, but Matthews — on a curious 
continuation ruling after the officials had initially blown the 
play dead — scored his second of the night to tie the game 
again with just under three minutes left in regulation. 
 
The Hurricanes again responded immediately, with Aho 
scoring what proved to be the game-winning goal — his ninth 
of the season — 32 seconds later. 
 
It was more of the same against the Bruins, with Carolina — 
down 3-1 entering the third period against the NHL’s best 
team — scoring twice in the final 20 minutes to earn a point. 
 
Eight of the 12 goals the Hurricanes scored in the five 
gauntlet games came in those three third periods. 
 
“We know we’re not out of any game,” rookie Jack Drury, 
recalled March 13 from the AHL, said after the game against 
Boston. “We know the formula and how we need to play to 
be successful. So it’s just sticking to that and being 
consistent with that moving forward.” 
 
Elite penalty kill 
 
Eight. 
 
That’s how many power-play goals the Hurricanes have 
given up since Jan. 10. In those 33 games, Carolina has 
killed 80 of 88 penalties (90.9 percent) and not allowed more 
than one power-play goal in any game. 
 
That’s pushed the Hurricanes to No. 2 in the league at 83.8 
percent, trailing only Boston (86.2). 
 
“We went through a phase where we’re just trying to learn 
some new things, but I don’t know that it was ever bad,” 
Brind’Amour said of the penalty kill’s slower start to the 
season. “A lot of the goals we were giving up were just weird 
ones, like things that we had covered and it just goes 
through us. 
 
“So I think it’s been pretty solid all year. I think they’re a little 
more familiar with, now, how we’re trying to do it. So I think 
that’s probably been the reason for the results.” 
 
The penalty kill held up in the five-game murderers’ row. 
Carolina stopped 11 of 12 opportunities, the only goal 
coming off the stick of Bruins’ 50-goal scorer David Pastrnak. 
 
Outside of the Toronto game, in which the Maple Leafs’ 
power play had 2.36 expected goals, according to 
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NaturalStatTrick.com, the Hurricanes not only had success 
killing penalties but weren’t threatened much. 
 
In the other four games, Carolina’s opponents totaled just 
nine shots on goal and 1.68 expected goals in 13:34 of 
power play time. 
Sputtering power play 
 
The flip side is the Hurricanes’ power play, which scored just 
once — at five-on-three — in 12 chances in the five games. 
 
Overall, Carolina’s power play is ranked 19th in the league at 
20.7 percent and is ahead of only the Islanders (16.4 
percent, 29th in the league) among Eastern Conference 
playoff hopefuls. 
 
Losing Andrei Svechnikov — who ranks third on the team in 
power-play points with 16 — to a season-ending knee injury 
didn’t help, and it’s led to Brind’Amour trying several 
configurations to both power play units with the hope of 
finding something that works. 
 
The latest is a bit of a throwback: Brind’Amour has taken 
defensemen Brent Burns and Shayne Gostisbehere and put 
them together on the top unit. It might seem like desperation, 
but the only goal the Hurricanes scored in the last five games 
was at five-on-three, when the duo was out together and 

Burns scored with Gostisbehere picking up a secondary 
assist. 
 
It also gives Skjei another chance with the second group 
while he’s on another goal-scoring tear. Skjei has four in the 
last eight games, and his earlier stint on the power play saw 
him score three times in nine games. 
 
The other problem Carolina has is, it is tied for 17th in the 
league in power-play opportunities despite being far and 
away the top possession team in the NHL at 60.1 percent 
Corsi For. That’s unlikely to improve without Svechnikov, 
who had drawn 24 penalties in 64 games before being hurt. 
 
Teuvo Teravainen, meanwhile, has drawn just one penalty 
this season — the fewest of any skater to have played at 
least 60 games — and the Hurricanes have five of the 77 
forwards with 60-plus games played who have drawn 10 or 
fewer penalties. 
 
To have success, the Hurricanes first need to get 
opportunities. And when they do, they need to convert. 
 
“Power-play goals are huge, especially going into playoffs,” 
said Martin Necas after the loss to the Rangers, “and we’ve 
gotta improve on that.” 
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Recap: Canes Lose Late In Detroit 
Red Wings defenseman Jake Walman wins it with just four 
seconds to go in regulation  
 
By Walt Ruff  

DETROIT, MI. - The Carolina Hurricanes missed out on a 
valuable point in the standings by just four seconds 
Thursday, falling to the Detroit Red Wings by a score of 3-2. 
 
The Story 
 
Beginning a stint of three games in four days, this evening's 
contest got off to an ugly start for Carolina. 
 
The very first shot of the night found twine for Detroit, as 
Dominik Kubalik flew into the Canes' end with a head of 
steam and with a step on his defender, unleashed a shot 
past the blocker side on Frederik Andersen. 
 
While it put Rod Brind'Amour's club behind the eight ball for 
the time being, the response over the next 19:01 was 
somewhat positive. The bulk of play was spent in Detroit's 
end and although the Canes weren't able to even the score 
in the first period, one could argue that it was a building block 
for what would come early in the second. 
 
In the middle frame, it was Carolina's turn to score in the first 
minute, as Brent Burns then made it a 1-1 contest just 42 
seconds in. 
 
Adding to his already franchise record for points by a 
defensemen in a single season (55), the marker was the first 
of what would be two by Carolina's blue line in the second 
period. 
 
3:36 after Burns' seeing-eye shot, Jaccob Slavin followed 
suit, fitting one home from the left point. 
 
Giving Carolina their first lead of the night, the goal also 
matched the franchise record for goals from defenseman in a 
single-season (51). 
 
The visitors' first (and only) lead of the game would last just 
3:08 though before Detroit was able to even the contest on 
the power play. Just six seconds into a Martin Necas hooking 
call, Dylan Larkin found twine to send the game to the third 
tied at 2-2. 

Larkin's 28th goal of the season was also the first of two 
examples where penalties proved to be costly for Carolina, 
with the second coming inside the final 20 minutes. 
 
Carolina came out of the gate strong to start the last frame of 
regulation, once again establishing possession in the 
attacking end. At one point racking up a difference in shot 
attempts of 78-25, it was then a cross-checking penalty to 
Captain Jordan Staal with just 5:29 remaining that allowed 
Detroit to take the game's momentum. 
 
Andersen was vital in keeping the Red Wings from scoring 
during the ensuing two minutes, but their scoring chances 
seemed to give them life. 
 
That life then turned into eruption inside Little Caesars Arena 
in the final 10 seconds. A routine dump-in was chased down 
by the Red Wings, and from the glove side wall to Andersen, 
Andrew Copp set up Jake Walman who was jumping into the 
zone. Walman fired and beat Carolina's netminder, earning 
the game-winner with just 4.0 seconds remaining. 
  
They Said It 
 
Rod Brind'Amour sharing his viewpoint on things, post-
game... 
 
"We played a good game. We just didn't really get the breaks 
tonight. We took a little breather and the next thing you know 
it's in your net. Tough game." 
 
Brind'Amour continuing on the group not earning a point and 
giving thoughts on special teams... 
 
"It's brutal. It's a kick in the you know where, because we 
played good enough to win. In the third period we were pretty 
solid until we take the penalty. That flipped the momentum. 
Our power play has been a struggle. We did nothing with 
ours. That's the difference in the game too, if you really want 
to break it down." 
 
Jaccob Slavin continuing on why the team struggled to score 
tonight... 
 
"Ned played well, but we have to get traffic in front. We had a 
couple of power play opportunities and we have to make 
sure we're getting good shots on that. He made some good 
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saves in some key moments and we just have to get better 
shots." 
 
Bonus Notes 
 
- The Canes fall to 47-18-9 with their second consecutive 
defeat. 

- Teuvo Teravainen did not play due to illness. 
What's Next? 
 
The Canes are scheduled to travel to Montreal post-game 
and have off on Friday. They'll then return to work on 
Saturday with an evening contest against the Canadiens, 
before returning home to host the Islanders on Sunday.

 

 

Hurricanes lose to Red Wings with 4 seconds left, Metro lead shrinks 

By Dave Hogg 
 
DETROIT -- The Carolina Hurricanes lost ground off their 
Metropolitan Division lead when Jake Walman scored with 
four seconds left in the third period to give the Detroit Red 
Wings a 3-2 win at Little Caesars Arena on Thursday. 
 
Carolina's division lead is down to one point after the 
second-place New Jersey Devils won 2-1 against the New 
York Rangers on Thursday. 
 
Frederik Andersen made 19 saves for the Hurricanes (47-18-
9), who have lost three in a row (0-2-1).  
 
"That's brutal, because we played well enough to win and we 
gave away the points at the end," Carolina coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "We just didn't get any breaks and then we 
took a breather at the end of the game, and it ended up in 
our net." 
 
Walman one-timed Andrew Copp's pass from the point 
through traffic in front for the game-winner. 
 
"That was just a great play by (Copp), really," Walman said. 
"We were going for broke, because there wasn't much time 
left. He made a really good pass and we had a screen in 
front." 
 
David Perron had two assists for the Red Wings (33-32-9), 
two days after scoring a third-period hat trick in a 7-4 win 
against the Pittsburgh Penguins. 
 
"He's a huge part of this team," Detroit coach Derek Lalonde 
said. "He only knows one way to play, and that's been 
important on a team where some guys have struggled for 
motivation since the trading deadline (on March 3)." 
 

Alex Nedeljkovic made 31 saves against his former team. 
 
"It's nice to get a couple games in a row and get into a good 
rhythm," he said. "It's always special to play against a former 
team, and I like playing against those guys." 
 
The Red Wings took a 1-0 lead on the game's first shot when 
Dominik Kubalik scored his 20th goal of the season at 59 
seconds. Kubalik is the second Red Wings player to reach 
20 goals this season, joining Dylan Larkin (28). 
 
"If you told us at the beginning of the season that (Kubalik) 
would give us 20 goals, we would have taken that in a 
heartbeat," Lalonde said. "He's been a really nice addition." 
 
Brent Burns made it 1-1 at 22 seconds of the second period, 
beating Nedeljkovic with a point shot through traffic. 
 
Carolina took a 2-1 lead at 4:18 when Jaccob Slavin's long 
shot deflected off Pius Suter past Nedeljkovic. 
 
"[Nedeljkovic] played really well, especially in the third 
period, but we have to make it harder on him," Slavin said. 
"We have to get more traffic in front and we've got to get 
better shots on the power play." 
 
Larkin knocked in Alex Chiasson's pass at 7:26 of the 
second for a power-play goal to make it 2-2. 
 
NOTES: Burns and Slavin's goals gave the Hurricanes an 
NHL-leading 50 from defensemen. Burns scored his 241st 
NHL goal to pass Rob Blake for 10th on the all-time list 
among defensemen. … Carolina had 85 shot attempts to 
Detroit's 34, but the Red Wings blocked 26 shots and the 
Hurricanes missed the net 26 times. … Walman scored the 
third-latest go-ahead goal in Detroit history, behind Steve 
Yzerman (59:58 on Oct. 9, 2003) and Brendan Shanahan 
(59:57 on April 4, 1998).
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Walman’s buzzer-beater sends Hurricanes to loss 
DETROIT — Defenseman Jake Walman scored with 3.2 
seconds left to give the Detroit Red Wings a 3-2 victory over 
the Carolina Hurricanes on Thursday night. 

Dominik Kubalik and captain Dylan Larkin also scored for the 
Red Wings and Alex Nedeljkovic made 31 saves to beat his 
former team. 

Kubalik scored 59 second into the game and Larkin 
connected on a power play at 7:26 of the second. Larkin 
extended his team leads in goals with 28 and power-play 
goals with 15. 

Carolina defense partners Brent Burns and Jaccob Slavin 
scored 3:36 apart in the second — at 42 seconds and 4:18. 

Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen made 19 saves in his 
first loss against Detroit. He entered the game 10-0-1 against 
the Red Wings. 

Hurricanes forward Teuvo Teravainen was scratched due to 
illness. 

THe Hurricanes play in Montreal on Saturday.

 

NHL Power Rankings: 1-32 poll, X factors for final stretch 
By Kristen Shilton 

We're down to the final two weeks of the season, as playoff 
spots continue to be clinched and mathematical eliminations 
occur on a near-nightly basis. 
 
Which players will have an outsized impact on the home 
stretch? Which players are we most intrigued to see before 
the postseason (or the offseason) begins for their club? 
Here's one X factor player for all 32 teams. 
 
How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, 
analysts, reporters and editors rates teams against one 
another -- taking into account game results, injuries and 
upcoming schedule -- and those results are tabulated to 
produce the list featured here. 
 
Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the most 
recent edition, published March 24. Points percentages are 
through Thursday's games. 
 
1. Boston Bruins 
 
Previous ranking: 1 
Points percentage: 80.67% 
Next seven days: @ PIT (Apr. 1), @ STL (Apr. 2), vs. TOR 
(Apr. 6) 
 

X factor: Taylor Hall. The Bruins have so much going for 
them; there's no one player that will really improve their 
stretch run. The Bruins do need to determine Hall's status 
though. Ideally Boston would like to have one of their top 
wingers back in the mix before the playoffs to ensure he's 
fully tuned up. The sooner Hall -- absent with a lower-body 
injury since March 2 -- can get back in, the better. 
 
2. Carolina Hurricanes 
 
Previous ranking: 2 
Points percentage: 69.59% 
Next seven days: @ MTL (Apr. 1), vs. NYI (Apr. 2), vs. OTT 
(Apr. 4), @ NSH (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Frederik Andersen. Carolina wants to be confident 
in its goaltending ahead of playoffs. That means having 
Andersen at his best. Antti Raanta and Pyotr Kochetkov 
have handled netminding duties throughout the season, but 
Andersen should still be Carolina's No. 1. These final weeks 
are a critical preparatory period for Andersen. 
 
3. New Jersey Devils 
 
Previous ranking: 3 
Points percentage: 68.00% 
Next seven days: @ CHI (Apr. 1), @ WPG (Apr. 2), vs. PIT 
(Apr. 4), vs. CBJ (Apr. 6) 
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X factor: Vitek Vanecek. New Jersey knows there's (most 
likely) a first-round playoff meeting forthcoming with the 
Rangers. And New York has a Vezina Trophy winner in Igor 
Shesterkin between the pipes. This stretch drive is a 
valuable opportunity for Vanecek to get on top of his game. 
Coach Lindy Ruff will have to manage Vanecek's workload 
well too, ensuring he's primed to go save-for-save with 
Shesterkin. 
 
4. Toronto Maple Leafs 
 
Previous ranking: 4 
Points percentage: 66.22% 
Next seven days: @ OTT (Apr. 1), vs. DET (Apr. 2), vs. CBJ 
(Apr. 4), @ BOS (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Morgan Rielly. Toronto has been rolling out an 11-7 
alignment that rotates defenseman in and out of the lineup. 
The Leafs need back-end stability leading up to playoffs, and 
that leadership should come from Rielly. He's the team's 
longest-tenured player, their top defender and a valued voice 
in the room. Rielly's contributions from here to postseason 
can't be overlooked. 
 
5. New York Rangers 
 
Previous ranking: 5 
Points percentage: 65.33% 
Next seven days: @ BUF (March 31), @ WSH (Apr. 2), vs. 
TB (Apr. 5), @ STL (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Vladimir Tarasenko. New York acquired Tarasenko 
for exactly this time of year. It hasn't been an entirely 
seamless transition for Tarasenko to play with old pal Artemi 
Panarin though, and these last games before playoffs can be 
a difference-maker for Tarasenko to showcase why the 
Rangers wanted him -- and what he'll wield when the 
calendar turns over to postseason play. 
 
6. Vegas Golden Knights 
 
Previous ranking: 8 
Points percentage: 66.00% 
Next seven days: vs. MIN (Apr. 1), @ MIN (Apr. 3), @ NSH 
(Apr. 4), vs. LA (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Jack Eichel. Vegas expected Eichel to boost their 
postseason prospects when they traded for him last season -
- and then the Golden Knights promptly did not reach the 
playoffs. Bummer. Now it's on Eichel to make sure Vegas 
isn't just in the field, but primed when it gets to the league's 
second season. He has all the tools to be a game-changer 
and shouldn't miss out on these final chances to improve. 
 
7. Los Angeles Kings 
 
Previous ranking: 7 
Points percentage: 64.00% 
Next seven days: @ SEA (Apr. 1), @ VAN (Apr. 2), vs. EDM 
(Apr. 4), @ VGK (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Joonas Korpisalo. Los Angeles made waves trading 
long-time goaltender Jonathan Quick and acquiring 

Korpisalo. But you can see why. Korpisalo opened his career 
in L.A. at 4-0-1 with a .929 save percentage. He's potentially 
pushing Pheonix Copley for the coveted No. 1 starter's job 
for playoffs. There's a lot on the line for both netminders as 
the Kings finish out this regular season. 
 
8. Minnesota Wild 
 
Previous ranking: 11 
Points percentage: 64.67% 
Next seven days: @ VGK (Apr. 1), vs. VGK (Apr. 3), @ PIT 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Matt Boldy. Minnesota should have Kirill Kaprizov 
back for the playoffs. Until then, it's on forwards like Boldy to 
keep the offense warm. Boldy is delivering too, recently 
recording a hat trick in Seattle and showing some 
consistency. That sort of play would continue to fire up the 
Wild's attack and make it easy for Kaprizov to step back in -- 
without undue pressure -- when he's ready. 
 
9. Colorado Avalanche 
 
Previous ranking: 10 
Points percentage: 63.51% 
Next seven days: vs. DAL (Apr. 1), @ SJ (Apr. 4), @ SJ 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Gabriel Landeskog. Colorado is finally, consistently 
showing its Stanley Cup-winning prowess. How much more 
dangerous would the Avalanche be if Landeskog -- who has 
yet to play this season -- could make a return before the 
postseason? It's a big deal for Colorado to have him 
available and would be a real determining factor in their 
success throughout games -- and playoff rounds -- to come. 
 
10. Dallas Stars 
 
Previous ranking: 6 
Points percentage: 63.51% 
Next seven days: @ ARI (March 31), @ COL (Apr. 1), vs. 
NSH (Apr. 3), vs. PHI (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Nils Lundkvist. Dallas is deep up front but hasn't 
had the defensive depth to match. Enter Lundkvist. He has a 
few weeks remaining to show the Stars how he can help -- in 
the present and postseason. Dallas' limited blue-line 
resources means everyone must be at their best, and 
Lundkvist should have more to give at 5-on-5 and in a 
power-play spot. 
 
11. Edmonton Oilers 
 
Previous ranking: 9 
Points percentage: 63.82% 
Next seven days: vs. ANA (Apr. 1)., @ LA (Apr. 4), @ ANA 
(Apr. 5) 
 
X factor: Jack Campbell. Edmonton knows what it has in No. 
1 goalie Stuart Skinner. What the Oilers must have certainty 
in also is Campbell. Skinner deserves some rest down the 
stretch, which would lead to more action for Campbell. He 
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must show Edmonton he'll be a reliable piece of the puzzle if 
called upon in the playoffs. 
 
12. Tampa Bay Lightning 
 
Previous ranking: 12 
Points percentage: 61.84% 
Next seven days: vs. NYI (Apr. 1), @ NYR (Apr. 5), @ NYI 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Steven Stamkos. Tampa Bay has been skidding 
through the end of this regular season. Cause for concern? 
It's on Stamkos to make sure that's not the case. It's less 
about Stamkos addressing the Lightning's on-ice difficulties 
than it is setting the example of persevering through a rough 
patch and coming out the other side a stronger team for it. 
 
13. New York Islanders 
 
Previous ranking: 17 
Points percentage: 57.24% 
Next seven days: @ TB (Apr. 1), @ CAR (Apr. 2), vs. TB 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Bo Horvat. New York stunningly pursued -- and 
then extended -- Horvat because of his potential to be an 
offensive game-changer on a team that required more 
scoring. The Islanders need a lot more out of Horvat though -
- in the regular season and playoffs. The 27-year-old hasn't 
hit his stride yet, with only six goals and 11 points in 24 
games for New York (after 31 and 23 in 54 for Vancouver). 
All eyes will be on Horvat to elevate his game in the coming 
weeks. 
 
14. Seattle Kraken 
 
Previous ranking: 13 
Points percentage: 60.81% 
Next seven days: vs. LA (Apr. 1), vs. ARI (Apr. 3), @ VAN 
(Apr. 4), vs. ARI (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Philipp Grubauer. Seattle's glaring weakness all 
season has been goaltending. Grubauer is the Kraken's 
starter once again, but can he hold on to the mantle and help 
Seattle secure its first playoff berth? What more can 
Grubauer show that would give the Kraken confidence he'll 
be a postseason rock? 
 
15. Winnipeg Jets 
 
Previous ranking: 14 
Points percentage: 56.67% 
Next seven days: vs. DET (March 31), vs. NJ (Apr. 2), vs. 
CGY (Apr. 5) 
 
X factor: Mark Scheifele. Winnipeg's playoff hopes hinge on 
production from core players. Scheifele has to lead the 
charge there. He's had an up-and-down season, but retains 
all the ability to lift this Jets' offense. If Scheifele can really 
turn up the heat on his scoring game, it'll go a long way for 
Winnipeg's postseason push. 
 
16. Pittsburgh Penguins 

 
Previous ranking: 16 
Points percentage: 56.00% 
Next seven days: vs. BOS (Apr. 1), vs. PHI (Apr. 2), @ NJ 
(Apr. 4), vs. MIN (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Tristan Jarry. Pittsburgh has had its problems in net 
all season. Chief among them has been Jarry's availability. 
The Penguins' projected No. 1 goalie has weathered injury 
issues and struggled when he is in the lineup. Casey 
DeSmith isn't the answer if Pittsburgh wants to be a playoff 
contender. Jarry has to stay healthy from here and get as 
many reps as possible to help carry the Penguins' 
postseason hopes. 
 
17. Calgary Flames 
 
Previous ranking: 19 
Points percentage: 55.33% 
Next seven days: @ VAN (March 31), vs. ANA (Apr. 2), vs. 
CHI (Apr. 4), @ WPG (Apr. 5) 
 
X factor: Jacob Markstrom. Calgary has lacked consistency 
throughout starter Markstrom's up-and-down season. That 
roller-coaster ride has to end now. Calgary can still grab a 
wild-card spot, but only if Markstrom continues to play like he 
did this week shutting the door on L.A. in a 33-save 
performance. The Flames' postseason hopes depend on 
Markstrom standing tall. 
 
18. Nashville Predators 
 
Previous ranking: 18 
Points percentage: 55.41% 
Next seven days: vs. STL (Apr. 1), @ DAL (Apr. 3), vs. VGK 
(Apr. 4), vs. CAR (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Cody Glass. Nashville's infirmary is filled with the 
team's top players, from Matt Duchene to Roman Josi. But 
the Predators' push for a playoff spot is ongoing, and 
forwards like Glass have to be the difference that ultimately 
gets Nashville over the hump. Glass has a top-line role and 
scored a big goal against Boston earlier this week. The 
Predators need everything Glass has to give from here. 
 
19. Florida Panthers 
 
Previous ranking: 15 
Points percentage: 54.61% 
Next seven days: @ CBJ (Apr. 1), vs. BUF (Apr. 4), vs. OTT 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Sergei Bobrovsky. Florida has pushed its way into 
the playoff conversation by averaging four goals per game 
the last few weeks. At issue? The more than four goals per 
game they're giving up. Bobrovsky has to lock down the 
Panthers' crease from here in a significant way. If he can't, 
there's little chance of Florida clawing its way into the 
postseason. 
 
20. Washington Capitals 
 
Previous ranking: 20 
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Points percentage: 50.66% 
Next seven days: vs. NYR (Apr. 2), @ MTL (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Evgeny Kuznetsov. Washington has likely played 
itself out of postseason contention. That would frustrate any 
skater, including -- apparently -- Kuznetsov. The Capitals' 
forward shot down Russian media reports this week claiming 
he wants to be traded. Where Kuznetsov should do his 
talking though is on the ice. Washington has a handful of 
games left and deserves to see Kuznetsov giving them a 
$7.8 million-worthy effort. It hasn't happened nearly enough 
this season. 
 
21. Buffalo Sabres 
 
Previous ranking: 22 
Points percentage: 52.74% 
Next seven days: vs. NYR (March 31), @ PHI (Apr. 1), @ 
FLA (Apr. 4), @ DET (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Jordan Greenway. Buffalo is keeping its gaze on 
the future, and Greenway will be a part of that. The question 
-- to be determined in these coming games -- is where 
Greenway will fit. How big can his impact on the Sabres' 
offense be? Greenway's workload has increased slowly 
since he was traded. Buffalo has time now to see what the 
big winger's best role in their lineup could be. 
 
22. Ottawa Senators 
 
Previous ranking: 21 
Points percentage: 52.67% 
Next seven days: vs. TOR (Apr. 1), @ CBJ (Apr. 2), @ CAR 
(Apr. 4), @ FLA (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Cam Talbot. Ottawa needs a miracle to make the 
playoffs. Blue-line injuries have piled up again -- both 
Thomas Chabot and Jakob Chychrun are currently out -- and 
the Senators' best hope of replacing those lost contributions 
is through excellent goaltending. Hello, Cam Talbot. The 
veteran returned from injury this week and has to shake off 
any rust quickly. Ottawa will rely on him to give the team a 
final, fighting chance to the finish line. 
 
23. Vancouver Canucks 
 
Previous ranking: 25 
Points percentage: 50.00% 
Next seven days: vs. CGY (March 31), vs. LA (Apr. 2), vs. 
SEA (Apr. 4), vs. CHI (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Brock Boeser. Vancouver won't make any major 
personnel decisions based off a couple weeks. But Boeser's 
future with the Canucks continues to be a major storyline. 
What will these final games show the organization, and 
potential offseason trade partners, about what Boeser can 
offer? Will Boeser convince Vancouver to hold on to him? Or 
make himself even more valuable as a potential trade asset? 
 
24. St. Louis Blues 
 
Previous ranking: 24 
Points percentage: 50.67% 

Next seven days: @ NSH (Apr. 1), vs. BOS (Apr. 2), vs. PHI 
(Apr. 4), vs. NYR (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Colton Parayko. St. Louis will have offseason blue-
line decisions to make and now is the time for highly paid 
players like Parayko to prove why the Blues should keep 
them around. Parayko's improved lately amid what's been a 
challenging season. This last gasp of the season is an 
opportunity for Parayko to showcase his best effort. 
 
25. Detroit Red Wings 
 
Previous ranking: 23 
Points percentage: 50.68% 
Next seven days: @ WPG (March 31), @ TOR (Apr. 2), @ 
MTL (Apr. 4), vs. BUF (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Dylan Larkin. Detroit can still wrap up its regular 
season on a high note. That's where Larkin comes in. He's 
continued to play at a high level in spite of the Red Wings 
diminishing postseason hopes. Seeing Larkin continue to 
push himself sets a tone for everyone in Detroit to do the 
same, and foster belief in brighter -- not to mention longer -- 
springs to come. 
 
26. Philadelphia Flyers 
 
Previous ranking: 27 
Points percentage: 47.97% 
Next seven days: vs. BUF (Apr. 1), @ PIT (Apr. 2), @ STL 
(Apr. 4), @ DAL (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Cam York. Philadelphia has a couple pending 
RFAs, and York is one of them. These last few games are 
York's opportunity to show off why he's the Flyers' top-
pairing defenseman of the future -- and should be extended 
accordingly. Plus, York's efforts should help keep 
Philadelphia competitive until the end. 
 
27. Arizona Coyotes 
 
Previous ranking: 26 
Points percentage: 44.67% 
Next seven days: vs. DAL (March 31), vs. SJ (Apr. 1), @ 
SEA (Apr. 3), @ SEA (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Matias Maccelli. Arizona's on-ice play doesn't 
generate the most headlines. That's a shame for Maccelli. 
He's second in rookie scoring this season and can further 
cement his Calder Trophy candidacy with an impressive last 
stretch. It would give the Coyotes a nice boost for the future 
to see Maccelli continuing to dominate. 
 
28. Montreal Canadiens 
 
Previous ranking: 28 
Points percentage: 43.42% 
Next seven days: vs. CAR (Apr. 1), vs. DET (Apr. 4), vs. 
WSH (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Denis Gurianov. Montreal's overall mission now is 
securing the highest possible pick in this June's draft. 
Simultaneously, the Canadiens will try to sort out what 
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they've got in Gurianov. Montreal has seen multiple sides of 
Gurianov since trading for him, and will likely use what's left 
of the regular season to decide how much to invest in the 
pending RFA forward. 
 
29. San Jose Sharks 
 
Previous ranking: 30 
Points percentage: 38.00% 
Next seven days: @ ARI (Apr. 1), vs. COL (Apr. 4), vs. COL 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Kaapo Kahkonen. San Jose could have its 
goaltender of the future in Kahkonen. But that's a pretty big 
"could." Kahkonen has struggled -- like many Sharks -- 
throughout the season, and that's called into question his 
candidacy for the No. 1 spot going forward. Ahead are a few 
potential final chances for Kahkonen to make his case. 
 
30. Anaheim Ducks 
 
Previous ranking: 31 
Points percentage: 37.33% 
Next seven days: @ EDM (Apr. 1), @ CGY (Apr. 2), vs. EDM 
(Apr. 5) 
 
X factor: Trevor Zegras. Anaheim has a key negotiation 
incoming with pending RFA Zegras. The investment both 
sides make to one another will reflect well -- or not -- on the 
organization. Zegras can use this time to keep hockey fun in 

Anaheim and show off why he deserves a large incoming 
payday that ensures better days ahead for the Ducks. 
 
31. Columbus Blue Jackets 
 
Previous ranking: 32 
Points percentage: 36.49% 
Next seven days: vs. FLA (Apr. 1), vs. OTT (Apr. 2), @ TOR 
(Apr. 4), @ NJ (Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Boone Jenner. Columbus is so decimated by 
injuries at this point that stalwarts like Jenner become more 
critical than ever. Maintaining positivity is always part of a 
captain's job, and it's imperative Jenner do that -- through 
on- and off-ice leadership -- to cap off Columbus' season on 
a less-than-sour note. 
 
32. Chicago Blackhawks 
 
Previous ranking: 29 
Points percentage: 36.00% 
Next seven days: vs. NJ (Apr. 1), @ CGY (Apr. 4), @ VAN 
(Apr. 6) 
 
X factor: Jonathan Toews. Chicago isn't looking for points. 
But the Blackhawks did get a big win this week when Toews 
returned to the fold. His presence should be a nice boost to 
wrap up Chicago's regular season and will give Toews time 
to assess his own next chapter -- whether that's with the 
Blackhawks or not. 
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NHL Power Rankings: The Story of the second half for all 32 teams 
By Ryan Dixon 
 
As anybody who’s taken an English class — or just lived 
through our golden age of TV, I suppose — can tell you, 
most dramas unfold over three acts. 
 
In the NHL, the curtain comes down on half the league 
before the third act starts in the form of seven-game series. 
 
So with just two weeks remaining in the regular season — 
yes, really — we thought we’d examine the last chunk of time 
shared by every squad and determine what the story of the 
second half has been for all 32 clubs. 
 
Of course, a few teams still figure to experience the high-
tension moments that make both storytelling and sports 
compelling before Game 82. 
 
But that’s no impediment to identifying a theme that’s 
emerged in every city since about mid-January for this 
week’s power rankings. 
 
1. Boston Bruins (57-12-5): The Bruins had an .829 points 
percentage after losing Game 41 to Seattle and have been a 
.750 squad in 34 games since then. Sure, it’s a slight dip, but 
we’re still talking about wall-to-wall excellence from this 
team. 
 
2. Vegas Golden Knights (46-22-6): In late January, it looked 
like the story of the second half in Vegas might be a team 
that blasted out of the gates in October completely flushing 
that hot start after it went 16-16-4 over a 36-game sample. 
But Jack Eichel has lived up to his star centre reputation in 
the past 20 games or so and a lot of other Knights are pulling 
on the rope, too. This squad has overcome losing starting 
goalie Logan Thompson and captain Mark Stone to injuries 
to be one of the best teams in the league the past two 
months and give itself a great shot at home-ice advantage 
throughout the Western Conference playoffs. 
 
3. New York Rangers (44-20-10): A team that’s shown itself 
to be limited offensively in the recent past went out and got 
Vladimir Tarasenko and Patrick Kane at the trade deadline. 
That’s the headline on Broadway. 
 
4. Los Angeles Kings (43-21-10): On the first day of March, 
GM Rob Blake bit down and traded franchise icon and career 
King Jonathan Quick because he believed getting a better 
goalie in town in the form of Joonas Korpisalo would help his 
team. L.A. is 9-1-2 since then, sporting the third-best five-on-
five save percentage in the league. 
 
5. Carolina Hurricanes (47-17-9): Just before Carolina hit the 
halfway point of the season, summertime acquisition Max 
Pacioretty returned from surgery on his right Achilles and 
scored three goals in his first three games. Then, in a brutal 

twist, he tore the same Achilles and was gone for the year 
just as quickly as he’d returned. Now factor in sniper Andrei 
Svechnikov’s season-ending ACL injury just a couple weeks 
ago and it’s easy to feel sympathy for this tenacious Canes 
squad that just might not have enough pure scoring to get it 
done. 
 
6. Toronto Maple Leafs (44-20-10): The Maple Leafs are a 
fairly flat 7-5-2 in March since GM Kyle Dubas pushed his 
stack in at the deadline, but the ongoing story of the second 
half may be Auston Matthews rediscovering his 60-goal form 
from a year ago at the best possible time. 
Why Matthews is peaking at the perfect time for Maple Leafs 
 
7. New Jersey Devils (46-20-8): This team finished 37 points 
out of the playoffs last year and could win the Metro this 
season. The story of the second half has simply been seeing 
this all come to fruition and getting excited for what’s next. 
 
8. Minnesota Wild (44-22-9): The Wild lost three straight 
coming out of their one-week break in early February and 
were only in the playoffs at that point by virtue of holding a 
regulation-time wins tiebreaker over Calgary. Since then, the 
Wild have surged to the top of the Central standings, thanks 
in large part to the fact Filip Gustavsson has the second-best 
five-on-five save percentage in the league (.947, just behind 
Jeremy Swayman’s .948) since Jan. 1. 
 
9. Colorado Avalanche (44-24-6): The surge was anticipated, 
but the defending champs still had to put it together. Though 
still not fully healthy, Colorado has the second-best points 
percentage in the league (.750) since Jan. 14. 
 
10. Edmonton Oilers (43-23-9): As has been the case in 
recent seasons, the Oilers have shown they’re a second-half 
team. They were 21-17-3 through 41 games and are 22-6-6 
since. 
 
11. Dallas Stars (40-20-14): Any notion that Jamie Benn’s 
comeback season would hit a second-half wall has gone out 
the window. The Stars captain has been even more 
productive in the back half of the season than he was in the 
first, leading the Stars with 34 points in 32 outings since Jan. 
11. Dallas has also seen Miro Heiskanen completely arrive 
as an offensive stud D-man. Since that same Jan. 11 date, 
the only blue-liners with more points than the big Finn’s 31 
are Quinn Hughes, Erik Karlsson, Dougie Hamilton and 
Vince Dunn. 
 
12. Tampa Bay Lightning (43-26-6): The story of the second 
half has some of us on the outside reluctantly working up the 
courage to actually doubt this team and wonder if they’re ripe 
for a first-round exit after three straight trips to the Stanley 
Cup Final. 
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13. New York Islanders (39-28-9): It would have been very 
easy for the Isles to slip out of a playoff spot with Mathew 
Barzal injured. Instead, the team has gone 11-4-2 since 
Barzal was hurt playing the Bruins on Feb. 18 and is all but 
assured a wild card berth. 
 
14. Seattle Kraken (40-25-8): Hello, Vince Dunn. The D-
man’s previous career high for points in a season was 35; 
he’s got 32 in 33 contests since Seattle passed the halfway 
point of the season. 
 
15. Calgary Flames (34-26-15): Through it all, the story is the 
fact the Flames still have a chance to salvage a playoff spot 
this season. That and Tyler Toffoli’s fantastic play. 
 
16. Winnipeg Jets (41-31-3): How far will the slide go? 
Winnipeg is clinging to a playoff spot and each loss brings 
them closer to a horrible outcome and hard, hard questions 
about the future of a club that has serious dudes eligible for 
free agency in 2024. 
 
17. Pittsburgh Penguins (36-28-10): Tristan Jarry hasn’t 
been able to stay healthy, the goaltending hasn’t been good 
enough and while the Penguins are still in control of their 
own destiny, missing the playoffs for the first time since 
Sidney Crosby’s rookie year is an actual possibility. 
 
18. Nashville Predators (37-28-8): David Poile was the Day 1 
GM in Nashville, so the fact he’s stepping aside for Barry 
Trotz to run the show is huge. Kudos to the Preds for leaning 
into a seller’s role at the deadline while still managing to 
hang in the playoff race. 
 
19. Florida Panthers (37-31-7): If the Panthers manage to 
squeeze into the playoffs, maybe we’ll view Paul Maurice 
losing his mind on Wednesday night as the turning point. 
 
20. Vancouver Canucks (34-34-6): How much carries over? 
Vancouver is 16-9-3 since Rick Tocchet took over and 10-2-
1 in its past 13. Quinn Hughes has more points than any 
defenceman in the NHL since Jan. 10 (41 in 35 games!) and 
Elias Pettersson truly looks like the Swedish prince who was 
promised. 
 
21. Buffalo Sabres (35-31-7): Where would this team be with 
some saves? Probably in a wild card spot or still within 
spitting distance of one. Buffalo has the second-worst five-
on-five save percentage since Jan. 10 and is giving up nearly 
four goals-per-game (3.91) since then. 
 
22. St. Louis Blues (34-34-6): St. Louis traded the MVP of its 
only Cup run in franchise history, Ryan O’Reilly, and Vladimir 
Tarasenko, who scored more goals in a Blues uniform than 
all but four guys. The story of the second half is turning the 
page. 
 
23. Ottawa Senators (36-33-5): The Senators lost their first- 
and second-string goalies to injury in the second half. Still, 

the biggest news will likely be who buys the team in the next 
few weeks and what — if any — the immediate plans for 
potentially moving it downtown are. 
 
24. Washington Capitals (34-32-9): It’s never easy to take a 
hard look in the mirror, but Washington did it, decided it 
wasn’t going anywhere this year and sold at the deadline 
despite being in and around the playoff hunt. 
 
25. Detroit Red Wings (32-32-9): We’ve applauded other 
teams for being realistic about their chances and selling at 
the deadline, but it’s hard to believe GM Steve Yzerman’s 
decision to deal pending-UFA Tyler Bertuzzi and, more 
specifically, Filip Hronek for futures didn’t have a negative 
impact on a young Wings squad that has gone 4-8-0 since 
the deadline to fall completely out of the playoff hunt. 
 
26. Philadelphia Flyers (29-32-12): "The Flyers don’t rebuild" 
we heard for years, until very recently when they fired GM 
Chuck Fletcher and more or less acknowledged it was time 
to tear it down. 
 
27. Arizona Coyotes (27-35-13): There’s something here, 
right? Clayton Keller is tied for third in league scoring with 40 
points since Feb. 1; Nick Schmaltz is a point-per-game 
player since then; Barrett Hayton is finally making good on 
his fifth-overall draft slot; Matias Maccelli is the points-per-
game leader among rookies and defenceman Juuso 
Valimaki is playing at a 65-point pace in the past two months. 
Yeah, there’s something here. 
 
28. Montreal Canadiens (30-39-6): Seventh-rounder Rafael 
Harvey-Pinard, he of 13 goals in 31 games, is your goals-
per-game leader among freshmen at 0.42. Harvey-Pinard 
hadn’t played a game with Montreal until Jan. 17 this year 
and had all of four NHL contests on his resume coming into 
this season. 
 
29. San Jose Sharks (20-39-15): The Sharks have become a 
real Connor Bedard contender by having the worst points 
percentage in the league (.348) since Jan. 10. 
 
30. Anaheim Ducks (23-41-10): Could Cam Fowler actually 
stick around until this team is good again? The 31-year-old 
just established a career high with 43 points, and he’s just 
young enough to make you wonder if could still be there 
when the Ducks turn the corner. 
 
31. Columbus Blue Jackets (23-43-7): Yeah, everyone is 
dreaming of winning the right to draft the next stud centre in 
Columbus, but what about the guy they have right now? 
Rookie Kent Johnson is figuring it out with nine points in his 
past 10 games. 
 
32. Chicago Blackhawks (24-44-6): Farewell to two franchise 
icons; Patrick Kane was traded and, hopefully, Jonathan 
Toews will return for a game or two before the season 
concludes to wave goodbye. 
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Hurricanes’ offensive woes continue in last-second loss to Red Wings 
Jake Walman’s goal with four seconds left was a predictable 
end to what by now is a predictable storyline. 

By Brian LeBlanc 

One of these days, the Carolina Hurricanes will win a game 
on the scoreboard that they controlled in most of the 
gameplay. Unfortunately for them, Thursday was not that 
day. 

The Detroit Red Wings scored on their first shot of the game 
to take the lead and on their final shot to take the win, 
stunning Carolina with a 3-2 smash-and-grab victory. The 
Hurricanes outshot the home team 33-22 and dominated 
play for long stretches, but came away not only empty-
handed, but with a reduced division lead that’s now down to 
a single point. 

Alex Nedeljkovic stymied his former club for most of the 
night, only allowing a pair of screened shots through to 
improve his career record to 3-1 against the team that 
drafted him. At the other end, Frederik Andersen took the 
loss, the first of his career in regulation against Detroit after 
ten wins and a single overtime loss. 

Dominik Kubalik gave the Red Wings the lead on their first 
shot of the game, 59 seconds in, taking advantage of a 
misread by Brent Burns at the Detroit blue line and sneaking 
down the ice to beat Andersen cleanly. Despite receiving the 
first power play of the game fifteen minutes in, the 
Hurricanes couldn’t cash in, and went into the first 
intermission down one after their fourth consecutive 
scoreless period. 

Burns made amends for his mistake to tie the game in the 
first minute of the second period, getting credit for a shot that 

may have changed direction past Nedeljkovic. Just over 
three minutes later, Burns’ partner, Jaccob Slavin, gave the 
Hurricanes the lead on a shot that was definitely tipped by a 
Red Wings defender. 

But with Martin Necas in the penalty box for hooking, it took 
the Red Wings all of seven seconds to tie the game again. 
Dylan Larkin left Burns in no-man’s land in front of the net, 
and finished off a give-and-go with Alex Chiasson from a 
faceoff, pulling the Wings back to even. 

Andersen had to come up big late in the third when Kubalik 
had a solid bid for his second denied with the Wings on the 
power play, and got a bit of good fortune when David Perron 
inexplicably shoved the puck wide of a gaping net. But 
despite Carolina registering a 85-34 lead in shot attempts in 
the game and holding a 42-14 advantage in scoring chances 
per Natural Stat Trick — those numbers are not a misprint — 
the sand ran out of the hourglass just before the final horn. 

Walman’s shot, to be fair, was perfectly placed, over the top 
of Andersen’s glove. But to take a loss, in that situation, 
given those numbers, is still a damning indictment of a squad 
that was without Teuvo Teravainen (illness) on top of the 
long term injuries to Max Pacioretty and Andrei Svechnikov. 
The Hurricanes’ forwards, fair or not when considering their 
domination of possession, have not scored in six periods. 

With New Jersey’s win over the Rangers, the Hurricanes are 
now very much in a race to the finish, and momentum is 
decidedly not on their side as they navigate the business end 
of the season, no matter what the schedule says for the next 
two weeks. 

The Hurricanes’ short road trip concludes in Montreal on 
Saturday before the team returns home next week.  
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COLUMN: ‘Complain-iacs’ beware, Hurricanes trending positively ahead of playoffs 
By Sam Overton 

The stage is set: thanks to the Florida Panthers’ loss to the 
Toronto Maple Leafs last Thursday, the Carolina Hurricanes 
have officially clinched a spot in the 2023 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. They’ll likely play either the Pittsburgh Penguins or 
New York Islanders, unless the Panthers really step up their 
game to slide into the first Wild Card spot. 
 
Both the Penguins and the Islanders should be relatively 
benign competition for Carolina, although I could certainly 
jinx myself on that one. It’s the second round that becomes 
sticky — the Hurricanes will face either the New Jersey 
Devils or the New York Rangers, two teams they’ve 
struggled against this year. Between the two, Carolina has a 
combined record of 3-5-0 on the season. 
 
Obviously, that doesn’t look great. To make matters worse, 
right wing Andrei Svechnikov suffered a season-ending injury 
on March 11 — with his absence, Carolina lost one of its 
best goal-scorers, even if he hit a bit of a plateau later in the 
season. 
 
In his place, analysts and fans alike are looking for that guy 
within the Hurricanes’ current roster. They’re seeking the 
lights-out scorer, the offensive machine, a forward who will 
put shot after shot on the likes of Boston’s Linus Ullmark and 
New York’s Igor Shsterkin before the game-winning goal 
finally sneaks through. 
 
The only problem? “That guy” might not even exist. At least 
he doesn’t exist in the capacity the Hurricanes need if the 
playoffs started tomorrow. 
 
Even the most casual hockey fan will tell you that every team 
poised for a run at the Cup needs a star. They could be 
franchise players: Pittsburgh has Sidney Crosby and Kris 
Letang, Boston has Patrice Bergeron. Or, they could be 
young upstarts with nothing to lose — think of New Jersey 
center Jack Hughes, who’s already notched 86 points on the 
season and is largely responsible for the Devils’ monstrous 
comeback. As it stands, Carolina just doesn’t have that 
player. 
 

That’s not to say the Hurricanes don’t have depth — in fact, 
just the opposite. In the five years since general manager 
Don Waddell and head coach Rod Brind’Amour were hired, 
the pair have built a consistently well-rounded team. You 
don’t have to look further than Carolina’s history to see it: 
after missing the playoffs for nine seasons in a row, the 
Canes have clinched a postseason run every year since 
Waddell and Brind’Amour were hired. 
 
That being said, anyone who’s ever been on Canes Twitter 
after a hard-fought loss knows that the positive aspects of 
the season are often lost in a sea of despair and confusion. 
Fans really living up to the “bunch of jerks” title couldn’t help 
but complain after Sunday night’s tough OT loss to the 
Bruins despite the fact that Carolina took three of four points 
out of a back-to-back weekend playing Toronto and Boston. 
That’s still impressive. 
 
I get the concern. The Hurricanes are struggling to find their 
footing in the crease between Antti Raanta’s injury, Frederik 
Andersen’s tendency to give up easy shots and Pyotr 
Kochetkov’s rookie status. One of their top scorers is out for 
the rest of the season, and younger hotshots like centers 
Seth Jarvis and Jesperi Kotkaniemi aren’t producing like they 
need to be. 
 
But let’s face it — despite everything, Carolina is still firmly 
the second-best team in the league. Depending on how well 
they play over the next three weeks, the Hurricanes are 
poised for a 55-win season, which is something they’ve 
never done before. They’ve had incredible individual 
successes this season — defensemen Brent Burns is having 
one of the best seasons of his career in spite of his 
relocation to Raleigh in 2022, and you couldn’t ask for a 
better comeback year from center Martin Necas. Why all the 
doom and gloom? 
 
Obviously, it’s easy to complain the second your Jennings 
Trophy-winning goalie lets an easy puck slip through or when 
someone reminds you your team’s lost two of their best 
forwards for the rest of the season. But the Hurricanes don’t 
need your pity, nor do they really want it. There’s so much 
more to look forward to as the season draws to a close. 
 
Complain-iacs, maybe keep the negativity off Twitter for a 
while.
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TODAY’S LINKS  
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article273729670.html#storylink=mainstage_lead 

https://theathletic.com/4367449/2023/03/31/nhl-power-rankings-playoff-race-standings-scoring-milestones/ 
https://theathletic.com/4363692/2023/03/30/carolina-hurricanes-playoffs-eastern-conference/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-lose-late-in-detroit/c-342912202 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-detroit-red-wings-game-recap/c-342479118 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2023/03/walmans-buzzer-beater-sends-hurricanes-to-loss/ 
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/36007076/nhl-power-rankings-1-32-poll-x-factors-final-stretch 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/nhl-power-rankings-the-story-of-the-second-half-for-all-32-teams/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2023/3/30/23664152/carolina-hurricanes-game-recap-detroit-red-wings-jake-walman-alex-nedeljkovic 

https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/column-complain-iacs-beware-hurricanes-trending-positively-ahead-of-playoffs/article_02ca9a74-cdd5-
11ed-8a40-6f915e3a327e.html 
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What did we learn about the Hurricanes after their recent run of 
challenging games? 

 

Cory Lavalette  

 

If there was ever a stretch of games that will test a team’s playoff 
readiness, it was the one the Hurricanes just finished. 

Carolina played five games in eight days against the top three teams in 
both the Metropolitan and Atlantic divisions, a gauntlet that, at times, felt 
like postseason hockey. 

Starting Thursday in Detroit, the Hurricanes will play eight of their final 
nine games against teams currently out of playoff position, giving 
Carolina an opportunity to lock down first place in the Metro and secure 
home ice for at least the first and second rounds. 

Carolina will, of course, be judged on how they do in the playoffs, and the 
recent games against the Rangers (twice), Maple Leafs, Bruins and 
Lightning provided a glimpse of what may work for the Hurricanes in the 
postseason and what they need to work on down the stretch. 

Hurricanes on par with East’s best 

Carolina went 2-2-1 in the five-game stretch, splitting a home-and-home 
with the Rangers, beating the Maple Leafs, losing a shootout to the 
Bruins and losing to the Lightning. 

Outside of Tuesday’s 4-0 loss to Tampa Bay, each was a one-goal game 
(Carolina added an empty-net goal in the 5-3 win over the Leafs) and felt 
like a preview of what’s to come in the postseason. 

“It’s been a good stretch of hockey, getting us ready for that playoff 
atmosphere and playoff-type hockey,” defenseman Brady Skjei after the 
fourth game of the run, the home shootout loss to Boston. “So it’s been a 
grind and we’ve played pretty well. We’ve had some moments where we 
can learn from, but for the most part, it’s been a pretty good stretch.” 

Scoring struggles return 

The Hurricanes had 12 goals in the five games, though the shutout loss 
to the Lightning skewed the offensive output from three goals per game 
down to 2.4. 

More alarming than managing more than three goals just once in the five 
games is how the Hurricanes scored their goals. 

In just two of those games did they score in more than one period — all 
three goals in New York on March 21 came in an eight-minute stretch in 
the third period — and of the 15 regulation periods played during the five 
games, the Hurricanes scored in just six of them. Their opponents scored 
in nine. 

The lack of scoring particularly hurt Carolina in the 2-1 home loss to the 
Rangers. The Hurricanes played arguably their best period of the season 
in the first against New York, outshooting the Rangers 13-3 and holding a 
stunning 25-0 five-on-five shot attempt advantage in the opening 20 
minutes. 

The Hurricanes, however, mustered only one goal. 

“We play this game again with those chances, we probably score more 
than one,” said center Sebastian Aho, who scored the lone goal in that 
period and the game for Carolina. 

Coach Rod Brind’Amour was asked if his team has to see more results 
on the scoreboard after such a period. 

“We needed to get more, obviously,” he said. “But you couldn’t really do 
much better, from a period standpoint. Honestly, the whole game felt like 
we were doing exactly what we had to do. … We did everything we 
needed to do to win, it just didn’t happen.” 

In a “well, that’s hockey” moment two days later, the Hurricanes were 
dominated by the Maple Leafs in the second period as Toronto captain 
Auston Matthews had nine of his NHL season-high 15 shots on goal, but 
Carolina came away with a 5-3 win. 

“It’s funny how it goes because the first two games we played that team, I 
thought we deserved way better,” Brind’Amour said of Carolina’s losses 
to the Maple Leafs earlier in the season. “And then tonight, we didn’t 
deserve that. But sometimes it evens out.” 

It shows how razor-thin the difference is between winning and losing, 
something that will surely be magnified in the playoffs. 
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“It’s playoff hockey. Who doesn’t like playoff hockey?” forward Stefan 
Noesen said after the win over the Leafs. “I know it’s still the regular 
season, but each game is meaningful. Each game we’re playing against 
teams that are gearing up for the playoffs. Nothing better.” 

Flair for the dramatic 

What the Hurricanes have lacked in consistent scoring, they’ve made for 
with clutch play, and it started with the first game of the five. 

Down 1-0 at Madison Square Garden, Carolina tied the game on a goal 
by defenseman Jalen Chatfield just before the midway point of the third 
period. The Rangers’ Kaapo Kakko answered 39 seconds later, only to 
see the Hurricanes tied the game in 18 seconds on a goal by Noesen. 

They capped the rally with the game-winning goal by Teuvo Teravainen 
with just over 2 1/2 minutes left. 

Similar theatrics were necessary against Toronto after the Leafs tied the 
game in their big second period with two goals. Noesen again scored, but 
Matthews — on a curious continuation ruling after the officials had initially 
blown the play dead — scored his second of the night to tie the game 
again with just under three minutes left in regulation. 

The Hurricanes again responded immediately, with Aho scoring what 
proved to be the game-winning goal — his ninth of the season — 32 
seconds later. 

It was more of the same against the Bruins, with Carolina — down 3-1 
entering the third period against the NHL’s best team — scoring twice in 
the final 20 minutes to earn a point. 

Eight of the 12 goals the Hurricanes scored in the five gauntlet games 
came in those three third periods. 

“We know we’re not out of any game,” rookie Jack Drury, recalled March 
13 from the AHL, said after the game against Boston. “We know the 
formula and how we need to play to be successful. So it’s just sticking to 
that and being consistent with that moving forward.” 

Elite penalty kill 

Eight. 

That’s how many power-play goals the Hurricanes have given up since 
Jan. 10. In those 33 games, Carolina has killed 80 of 88 penalties (90.9 
percent) and not allowed more than one power-play goal in any game. 

That’s pushed the Hurricanes to No. 2 in the league at 83.8 percent, 
trailing only Boston (86.2). 

“We went through a phase where we’re just trying to learn some new 
things, but I don’t know that it was ever bad,” Brind’Amour said of the 
penalty kill’s slower start to the season. “A lot of the goals we were giving 
up were just weird ones, like things that we had covered and it just goes 
through us. 

“So I think it’s been pretty solid all year. I think they’re a little more 
familiar with, now, how we’re trying to do it. So I think that’s probably 
been the reason for the results.” 

The penalty kill held up in the five-game murderers’ row. Carolina 
stopped 11 of 12 opportunities, the only goal coming off the stick of 
Bruins’ 50-goal scorer David Pastrnak. 

Outside of the Toronto game, in which the Maple Leafs’ power play had 
2.36 expected goals, according to NaturalStatTrick.com, the Hurricanes 
not only had success killing penalties but weren’t threatened much. 

In the other four games, Carolina’s opponents totaled just nine shots on 
goal and 1.68 expected goals in 13:34 of power play time. 

Sputtering power play 

The flip side is the Hurricanes’ power play, which scored just once — at 
five-on-three — in 12 chances in the five games. 

Overall, Carolina’s power play is ranked 19th in the league at 20.7 
percent and is ahead of only the Islanders (16.4 percent, 29th in the 
league) among Eastern Conference playoff hopefuls. 

Losing Andrei Svechnikov — who ranks third on the team in power-play 
points with 16 — to a season-ending knee injury didn’t help, and it’s led 
to Brind’Amour trying several configurations to both power play units with 
the hope of finding something that works. 

The latest is a bit of a throwback: Brind’Amour has taken defensemen 
Brent Burns and Shayne Gostisbehere and put them together on the top 
unit. It might seem like desperation, but the only goal the Hurricanes 
scored in the last five games was at five-on-three, when the duo was out 
together and Burns scored with Gostisbehere picking up a secondary 
assist. 

It also gives Skjei another chance with the second group while he’s on 
another goal-scoring tear. Skjei has four in the last eight games, and his 
earlier stint on the power play saw him score three times in nine games. 

The other problem Carolina has is, it is tied for 17th in the league in 
power-play opportunities despite being far and away the top possession 
team in the NHL at 60.1 percent Corsi For. That’s unlikely to improve 
without Svechnikov, who had drawn 24 penalties in 64 games before 
being hurt. 

Teuvo Teravainen, meanwhile, has drawn just one penalty this season — 
the fewest of any skater to have played at least 60 games — and the 
Hurricanes have five of the 77 forwards with 60-plus games played who 
have drawn 10 or fewer penalties. 

To have success, the Hurricanes first need to get opportunities. And 
when they do, they need to convert. 

“Power-play goals are huge, especially going into playoffs,” said Martin 
Necas after the loss to the Rangers, “and we’ve gotta improve on that.” 
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Lethargic Canadiens have no answer for Matthew Tkachuk and 
resurgent Florida Panthers 

 

Herb Zurkowsky  •  Montreal Gazette 

Published Mar 30, 2023  

 

The Canadiens were eliminated from playoff contention — hardly earth-
shattering news — on Tuesday at Philadelphia. Two nights later, they 
looked like a team that already had checked out for the season. 

Despite opening the scoring and facing a team that had played on the 
road 24 hours earlier, the Canadiens were sloppy and sluggish against 
the Florida Panthers, losing 5-2 Thursday night at the Bell Centre. 

“We just looked flat,” Montreal head coach Martin St. Louis conceded. 
“We’re getting down the stretch here of the season. Obviously Florida’s 
desperation, where they are, we have to try and match that. We have to 
find a way to manufacture that a little bit. Our emotion level probably isn’t 
the same as them, based on what’s at stake for either team. 

“It’s hard to fake it. We’re going to have to find a way here to bring that 
energy down the stretch and try to finish on a good note.” 

There’s no denying the Panthers, who won the President’s Trophy last 
season as the best team in the regular-season but are now battling for 
their playoff lives, have more at stake than do the Canadiens, merely 
playing for personal pride. Florida, 38-31-7, remains one point behind 
Pittsburgh for the final wild-card position in the Eastern Conference, and 
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has played one more game than the Penguins, who shut out Nashville 2-
0 on Thursday. 

But the Canadiens also were a well-rested group. St. Louis gave the 
team Wednesday off following games at the beginning of the week at 
Buffalo and Philadelphia. 

And Montreal scored the all-important opening goal, 83 seconds into the 
contest, when rookie Sean Farrell, playing his second NHL game and 
making his home debut, sent a weak shot from a bad angle that 
somehow squeezed between goaltender Alex Lyon’s right side and the 
near post. 

Canadiens centre Sean Farrell (57) celebrates his first NHL career goal 
with his teammates at the bench during the first period at Bell Centre in 
Monreal on Thursday, March 30, 2023. 

With the goal, Farrell became the 40th Montreal player to score in his first 
career home game. Of those, he now can lay claim to being the second-
fastest in franchise history after Odie Cleghorn, who required only 60 
seconds in a game played Dec. 21, 1918. 

Otherwise, there was little else that moved the faithful until Rafaël 
Harvey-Pinard scored a power-play goal late in the third period, making 
the score 4-2, with Sam Montembeault on the bench for an extra 
attacker. 

It was Harvey-Pinard’s 14th goal this season, and his fifth in four games. 
He has required only 32 games to produce that total and, by doing so, 
joined the injured Kirby Dach in fourth place among Montreal scorers. 
Harvey-Pinard has required 26 fewer games to reach that plateau. 

The Bell Centre spectators have been remarkably patient this season 
watching a rebuilding team that continues being crippled by injuries. But 
even they might have finally reached their breaking point, braying 
cascading down the stands in the second period during a futile 
Canadiens power play. 

“We struggled to get anything going,” Brendan Gallagher said. “It seemed 
our execution wasn’t there. Sloppy is probably one way to put it. We 
couldn’t execute a couple passes in a row. It seemed like guys wanted 
to. For whatever reason we didn’t have it tonight. 

“We were eliminated a couple days ago. We’re no dummies. We 
understood at a certain point of the season you’re playing for something 
other than playoff position. There’s still a lot you can learn from these 
games. There’s a lot you can take from them. You want to take 
advantage of every single night. It was disappointing tonight. I thought it 
was a big opportunity for us to play a good team. We weren’t great.” 

While defenceman Mike Matheson logged a team-high 29:16 of ice time, 
he also was a minus-3, as were Harvey-Pinard and Nick Suzuki. Mike 
Hoffman was the clubhouse leader, at minus-4. At one point in the first 
period, the Canadiens were being outshot 11-2 and generated only 20 
shots against Lyon, who was playing on consecutive nights for the 
injured Sergei Bobrovsky. 

Suzuki also lost the puck in his own zone midway through the third 
period, Anton Lundell scoring his second goal of the game on the 
ensuing breakaway. 

Matthew Tkachuk paced the winners with three goals — the last into an 
empty net — and an assist. He now has 38 goals and 101 points, 
becoming the fourth player in NHL history to record 100-plus points in 
consecutive seasons after changing teams. It was Tkachuk’s 32nd multi-
point game this season. 

Florida won all four games between the teams this season, outscoring 
Montreal 27-11. The Canadiens suffered their second consecutive loss 
and will attempt to get back on track Saturday night at home, against 
Carolina, as this four-game homestand continues. 
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Sean Farrell says first look at Canadiens' locker room was 'awesome' 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Montreal Gazette 

Published Mar 30, 2023  

 

Life has been moving pretty fast for Sean Farrell. 

Last Friday, Farrell’s Harvard University team was eliminated from the 
NCAA Bridgeport Regional Semifinal with an 8-1 loss to Ohio State. 
Farrell led his team in scoring this season with 20-33-53 totals in 34 
games during his second season at Harvard. 

Last Sunday, the 21-year-old left-winger decided to leave Harvard and 
signed a three-year, NHL entry-level contract with the Canadiens that 
includes a US$92,500 signing bonus each year and an annual salary-cap 
hit of US$897,500 if he plays in the NHL. On Tuesday, Farrell made his 
NHL debut in the Canadiens’ 3-2 loss to the Flyers in Philadelphia, failing 
to get a shot on goal in 13:03 of ice time. 

Thursday night, Farrell will play his first game at the Bell Centre when the 
Canadiens face the Florida Panthers. He will be on a line with Jake 
Evans and Brendan Gallagher. 

“It’s been awesome,” Farrell said after Thursday’s morning skate at the 
Bell Centre about his life becoming a whirlwind. “Obviously, a lot of things 
going on at once. It was good to have an off-day yesterday just to kind of 
settle in in Montreal. 

“It’s been an awesome day (today),” Farrell added. “First time ever being 
in this (locker) room and at this rink. It’s just so cool to see all the history 
of part of being a Canadien. I’m really excited to get out there tonight and 
play in front of the home fans. This morning was the first time that I got to 
come in here alone, look at my stall and kind of look around. It’s really 
special to be in any NHL locker room, but I feel like the locker room of the 
Canadiens has so much more history. You see all the names around, it’s 
really special.” 

The Canadiens selected Farrell in the fourth round (124th overall) of the 
2020 NHL draft. 

“I think he’s going to show that he belongs over time,” head coach Martin 
St. Louis said about Farrell after the morning skate. “You always want to 
have a great first impression but, at the same time, I think you have to 
enjoy the moment. You’re in the NHL here, you can look around and stuff 
and appreciate all the hard work that you’ve done to be here. 

“Don’t play the game this morning,” St. Louis added. “Just take it all in 
and then just go do what you’ve been doing your whole life when the 
game starts. It’s not about being perfect. It’s about trying to play the way 
he knows how and as we progress with him, sure we’ll address stuff and 
start coaching him more. But you don’t want to over-coach a kid coming 
in. You just want him to feel it. And I think he’s going to do that … but it’s 
pretty amazing to walk into the Canadiens’ dressing room with all the 
history and tradition and stuff. I’m sure he’s pinching himself.” 

Farrell appreciated the advice he received from St. Louis. 

“Marty’s great,” Farrell said. “I feel like he’s really straight to the point 
and, obviously, understands the game really well. Really smart guy. What 
he said to me is just to kind of have fun with it and try to play my game 
and I’ll learn things as we go on.” 

The last week has really flown by for Farrell. 

“It does go by fast,” he said. “I feel like my time at Harvard when by in a 
blur and it ended so fast, too. I don’t think any of us expected to be done 
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last Friday and then to be here now it’s really crazy, but also really 
exciting.” 

The NCAA announced its three finalists on Thursday for the Hobey Baker 
Award, presented annually to the best player in U.S. college hockey, and 
Farrell didn’t make the cut. 

Farrell was on the list of 10 Hobey Baker Award finalists announced two 
weeks ago, as was Lane Hutson, another player drafted by the 
Canadiens. Hutson wasn’t among the three finalists, either. 

Hutson had 15-33-48 totals in 38 games this season as a freshman with 
Boston University. The Canadiens selected the 5-foot-10, 155-pound 
defenceman in the second round (62nd overall) of last year’s NHL draft. 

The three Hobey Baker Award finalists are all forwards: Logan Cooley, 
Matthew Knies and Adam Fantilli. 

Cooley had 20-37-57 totals in 37 games for the University of Minnesota 
after being selected by the Arizona Coyotes with the third overall pick at 
last year’s NHL draft. Knies, selected by the Toronto Maple Leafs in the 
second round (57th overall) of the 2021 NHL draft, had 21-20-41 totals in 
38 games with the University of Minnesota. Fantilli, considered to be the 
second-best prospect for this year’s NHL draft behind Connor Bedard of 
the WHL’s Regina Pats, had 29-35-64 totals in 35 games with the 
University of Michigan. 

The Hobey Baker Award winner will be announced on April 7. 

The Canadiens’ Cole Caufield won the award two years ago after posting 
30-22-52 totals in 31 games with the University of Wisconsin. 
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March 30, 2023: Panthers at Canadiens — five things you should know 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Montreal Gazette 
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Here are five things you should know about Thursday’s game between 
the Canadiens (30-39-6) and the Florida Panthers (37-31-7) at the Bell 
Centre (7 p.m., TSN2, RDS, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM). 

No playoffs: The Canadiens were officially eliminated from playoff 
contention with Tuesday’s 3-2 loss to the Flyers in Philadelphia, missing 
the postseason for the second straight year. The Panthers are one point 
out of the final wild-card playoff spot in the Eastern Conference following 
Wednesday night’s 3-2 overtime win over the Maple Leafs in Toronto. 
The Canadiens hold Florida’s first-round pick at this year’s NHL draft as 
part of the Ben Chiarot trade last season and a win over the Panthers 
could help them assure that pick will be in the top 16. The Canadiens 
announced after their morning skate Thursday that forward Kirby Dach 
will be out for at least another week with a lower-body injury, while 
defenceman David Savard will be a game-time decision after not taking 
part in the morning skate. Samuel Montembeault will start in goal for the 
Canadiens. 

Primeau sent back to Laval: The Canadiens sent goalie Cayden Primeau 
back to the AHL’s Laval Rocket after he stopped 24 of the 26 shots he 
faced in Philadelphia. It was Primeau’s first full game in the NHL since 
Feb. 8 last year when he allowed seven goals on 34 shots in a 7-1 loss to 
the New Jersey Devils at the Bell Centre. That also ended up being 
Dominique Ducharme’s last game as head coach before being replaced 
by Martin St. Louis. Next season, Primeau would have to clear waivers 

before the Canadiens could send him back to Laval. Primeau has played 
20 career games in the NHL and has a 3-11-2 record with a 4.05 goals-
against average and an .876 save percentage. 

Gallagher on a roll: Brendan Gallagher scored a goal in the third straight 
game Tuesday in Philadelphia. In the five games Gallagher has played 
since missing 32 games with a lower-body injury, he has 3-1-4 totals, 
giving him 7-6-13 totals in 30 games this season. Over the last four 
seasons, Gallagher has missed 104 games because of injuries. The two 
seasons before that, he never missed a game while scoring 31 and 33 
goals, respectively. The 30-year-old has four more seasons remaining on 
his contract with an annual salary-cap hit of US$6.5 million. 

Harvey-Pinard scores again: Rafaël Harvey-Pinard scored the other goal 
for the Canadiens against the Flyers, giving him four goals in the last 
three games and 13 goals in 31 games since getting called up from 
Laval. That would put him on pace for 34 goals over a full 82-game 
season in the NHL. Only four Canadiens have scored more goals than 
Harvey-Pinard this season: Cole Caufield (26), Nick Suzuki (23), Josh 
Anderson (21) and Kirby Dach (14). Harvey-Pinard is in the final season 
of a two-year, two-way contract that pays him US$825,000 in the NHL 
and US$70,000 in the AHL. The 24-year-old can become a restricted free 
agent this summer. 

Panthers need wins: The Panthers are in danger of missing the playoffs 
after winning the Presidents’ Trophy last season as the best team during 
the regular season with a 58-18-6 record. Since the Presidents’ Trophy 
was first presented at the end of the 1985-86 season, only three teams 
have missed the playoffs the year after finishing first in the regular 
season: the 1992-93 New York Rangers, the 2007-08 Buffalo Sabres and 
the 2014-15 Boston Bruins. This will be the fourth and final game 
between the Panthers and Canadiens this season. The Panthers won the 
first three games by scores of 7-2, 6-2 and 9-5. Matthew Tkachuk leads 
the Panthers in scoring with 35-62-97 totals, followed by Carter 
Verhaeghe (36-30-66) and Aleksander Barkov (20-47-67). 
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Canadiens rookies Sean Farrell, Rafaël Harvey-Pinard provide different 
glimpses of future 

 

Arpon Basu 

6-8 minutes 31/03/2023 

 

MONTREAL — At morning skate Thursday, Sean Farrell was being a 
rookie. It was his first NHL morning skate, after all, so not knowing 
exactly how things worked was normal. 

Towards the end of every morning skate is when players work on 
individual skills. Centres take faceoffs, power-play guys work on one-
timers, defencemen work on walking the blue line and getting wrist shots 
on goal, and so on. It is the part of the morning skate that is very routine 
based, the part of the morning skate a kid who was at Harvard University 
last week wouldn’t know what to do. 

And Farrell didn’t. 

It screams of the new kid at school trying to navigate the social dynamics 
of the schoolyard. Does anyone want to play with me? Farrell would 
approach the area where guys were taking one-timers and continue 
stickhandling near the boards, timidly waiting to get included. 
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“I was trying to let guys do their thing,” Farrell said Thursday morning. “I 
got some work in at the end once guys started leaving. I was just waiting 
for guys to clear out, not messing up any routines.” 

Earlier at the skate, the Canadiens were doing some battle drills below 
the tops of the circles, and Farrell needed a little help. The one who 
helped him was Rafaël Harvey-Pinard, himself a rookie, but not really 
anymore. 

Farrell would score his first NHL goal that night on his first shot on goal 
against the Florida Panthers in what became a lackluster 5-2 Canadiens 
loss. Harvey-Pinard scored his 14th of the season in his 32nd game. In 
both cases, the Canadiens are wondering what these players mean for 
their future. That’s why Farrell was rushed into his NHL debut in 
Philadelphia on Tuesday, to see what they have. And Harvey-Pinard is 
still around because he continues to prove the Canadiens have 
something, a legitimate NHL player who makes legitimate NHL plays and 
scores legitimate NHL goals. 

When the third period began, Farrell took Harvey-Pinard’s place on the 
top line next to Nick Suzuki, and Harvey-Pinard took Farrell’s spot with 
Brendan Gallagher and Jake Evans, two players who have shown very 
good chemistry since they returned from injury a few games ago. 

The way Gallagher and Evans have played got me wondering what kind 
of a line they could form together on a fully healthy Canadiens team next 
season, one that would likely slot in as the fourth line. And when you 
think of Harvey-Pinard’s potential on a fully healthy team, the spot he 
would fill could also be on the fourth line, despite how prolific his scoring 
has been. So seeing the three of them together Thursday night, even if it 
was just for a period, was an interesting look into the laboratory. 

When Gallagher was a rookie, he was a lot like Harvey-Pinard. He was 
someone then-coach Michel Therrien used to make lines work, someone 
who could not only play with anyone but who could also make any line he 
played on work. That’s a skill, one Gallagher understands intimately. 

“I remember early on, Gerard Gallant was really important for me, talking 
to me about that my first couple of years,” Gallagher said. “When I was 
put into different situations, he would talk to me. He was one of the more 
positive coaches we had. He was intense, he competed hard, but he was 
really good for me when I was a rookie. 

“That was the message he tried to drill home. It was, don’t change. Don’t 
think because you’re on this line you have to do anything differently. 
You’re there because they see something, and that’s what they want you 
to do. It wasn’t me having to adapt, but there’s just an understanding 
sometimes that when you get put on a different line, this line likes to 
move the puck, they like to pass, maybe that’s what I should do. 
Coaches put you on a line for a reason, you have a skill set as a player, 
and I think that’s always your bread and butter that you have to stick to.” 

Harvey-Pinard seemingly has that same skill, the ability to play with 
anyone, whether it’s Nick Suzuki or Jake Evans, and make them better. 

“He goes to the right places, makes good plays, keeps plays going and 
just does a good job of everything. All the details that he has is pretty 
impressive. Yeah, just a really good winger to have for anybody,” Suzuki 
said. “(The game is) fast, you really have to anticipate plays and put 
yourself in good positions, and he seems to do that all the time.” 

With Kirby Dach and Christian Dvorak presumably healthy and back in 
the lineup in training camp, Evans risks being the fourth-line centre. With 
Cole Caufield, Josh Anderson, Mike Hoffman and Juraj Slafkovský added 
to the mix, it could be difficult for Gallagher and Harvey-Pinard to find 
room in the top six up front. If people could look past the fact a $6.5 
million player like Gallagher would be playing on a fourth line, a fourth 
line of Gallagher, Evans and Harvey-Pinard could be elite. 

And the test drive they got for a period Thursday provided a brief glimpse 
of that potential. 

“Yeah, it could work,” Gallagher said. “It was a couple of periods so you 
never really know, but (Harvey-Pinard) is a smart player, works hard. 
There’s definitely a skill set there that you could utilize playing with him.” 

The Canadiens are trying to find out what they have for the future over 
the final stretch. Whatever Farrell shows them over this short sample, it is 
fair to assume he will be playing in Laval next season. But what Harvey-
Pinard has shown given the runway he’s been provided this season 
suggests he has nothing left to prove in the AHL, that he is an NHL 
player. 

That goal Harvey-Pinard scored in garbage time Thursday put him in a 
tie for fourth on the team with Dach at 14 goals apiece. It would be fair at 
this point to assume Harvey-Pinard will pass Dach in the coming games. 

When Gallagher was informed of Harvey-Pinard’s rank on the 
Canadiens’ goal-scoring list Thursday night, he seemed surprised. 

“How many does he have?” he asked. 

When told Harvey-Pinard hit 14, Gallagher was impressed. 

“That’s a lot of goals,” he said. “Every night he’s around there, he has 
chances. Even the nights he doesn’t score, he helps us. 

“He’s a really good hockey player.” 

Harvey-Pinard could also be a really good linemate for the player he 
most resembles, and the two could one day combine to be the best 
fourth line in the league. 
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Tuning out noise key for Islanders' Ilya Sorokin 

 

Ethan Sears 
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There are the supposed blinders that players and coaches say they put 
on, and then, usually, there is reality. 

Case in point: Lane Lambert, speaking to reporters minutes after the 
Islanders beat the Capitals in a shootout on Wednesday night, already 
knew that the Panthers had beaten the Maple Leafs. 

But then there is Ilya Sorokin, whose ability to tune out everything else 
truly seems to be the stuff of a sports psychologist’s dream. 

Here was his response following the 2-1 win in Washington, asked about 
his excitement to play in the postseason: 

“I don’t think about this. Just one game. No overthinking. Just one day 
and control what you can control. That’s it.” 

And what about the way the Islanders are playing, having turned their 
season around over the past eight weeks? 

“I don’t know,” Sorokin said. “I’m not focused on the team.” 

That is where this goes from cliche to reality, because it is generally not 
considered PR-speak to say you don’t focus on the team. 

For Sorokin, though, it is who he is at his core and what has helped turn 
him into such a weapon for the Islanders. 

The ability to focus solely on himself and seemingly never get fazed is 
directly behind Sorokin’s ascension to stardom. 
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Rarely has that been more evident than his recent run of play, over which 
Sorokin is 8-1-1 in his last 10 games despite rarely getting a day off, 
starting 34 of 44 games since Dec. 18. 

With six games left in the season, Sorokin is likely to play in 60 total 
games. 

“I’ve never been a goalie, but I think that you have to block everything out 
and just worry and focus on what you’re doing,” Lambert said. “You’re on 
the ice for 60, 65 minutes. Whatever it might be on a given night. I think 
he does a real good job of that and it’s helped him have success. 

Pierre Engvall’s second-period goal against Darcy Kuemper marked the 
fourth time in four career shots against Kuemper that Engvall had scored. 

Kuemper did make a save on Engvall later in the game. 

The Islanders returned to New York and will practice Friday before their 
game in Tampa on Saturday. 

The Lightning beat the Isles 5-3 on Oct. 22 in the only game between the 
teams this season. 
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Breaking down Islanders' best NHL playoff possibilities 
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There is still the not-so-small matter of clinching, but with six games left 
in the regular season, it looks as though the Islanders will check the first 
box on their list of preseason goals and make the playoffs 

The next thing to worry about: who they’ll face in the first round. 

The Post breaks down four potential opponents in order of the most 
compelling matchups: 

1. Devils 

The math doesn’t favor the Devils’ chances to leapfrog Carolina for the 
top spot in the Metro, but if they do, the Islanders should quietly feel good 
about their chances of winning a potential series. 

As good as New Jersey has been this season, the Isles would go into a 
series against the Devils with a huge advantage in net, and confident in 
their ability to wear down a team that doesn’t have much playoff 
experience and could lack in physicality. 

Just this week, we saw the physical edge of the Islanders provide the 
difference in an eventual 5-1 victory in which three of New York’s goals 
came in the last five minutes. 

That’s not to dismiss the Devils, who are building something special in 
Newark and whose skill at the forward positions would leave the 
Islanders with a handful to deal with. 

Jack Hughes is the sort of talent who could swing a playoff series, and 
the whole league will be watching to see what he does in his first 
postseason action. 

But, especially compared to Carolina or Boston, this would be a winnable 
matchup for the Islanders. 

2. Rangers 

It’s not likely, but it’s still in play for the Rangers to jump two spots in the 
standings, win the Metro and set up the first playoff Battle of New York 
since 1994. 

The storylines here would be irresistible. 

Ilya Sorokin facing off against his friend and countryman Igor Shesterkin. 
Trade-deadline acquisitions Bo Horvat and Patrick Kane going against 
each other. 

Artemi Panarin against the team he spurned in free agency and Mathew 
Barzal on a playoff stage at The Garden, if he manages to return from a 
suspected knee injury in time to play. 

As for the Isles’ chances, they’d come in as the underdogs, but not 
without a fighting chance. 

They beat the Rangers twice in three games this season, though the last 
match came before Christmas, so that can be essentially thrown out. 

Even so, the Isles have a knack for giving the Rangers issues, and 
Sorokin seems to save his best for Madison Square Garden. 

This would be must-see TV. 

3. Hurricanes 

The current Metropolitan Division leaders are the most likely opposition 
for the Isles in Round 1, and figure to be at least a little more beatable 
than the Bruins. 

That isn’t to say, though, that the Isles would have an easy time getting 
by the ’Canes, who have easily handled the Isles in two of three 
matchups between the teams this year. 

Sunday’s game in Raleigh, N.C., will serve as a sneak-peek of a potential 
matchup, as well as the first time we’ve seen these teams face off since 
Carolina’s Andrei Svechnikov went down with an ACL tear. 

The injury to their third-leading scorer does give Carolina an air of 
vulnerability, but the ’Canes have made it to at least the second round in 
three of the last four seasons, and Rod Brind’Amour is one of the 
league’s best coaches. 

Not unlike the Islanders, Carolina at its best can play a straight-line 
defensive style that suffocates opponents. 

The 2.59 goals per game allowed by the Hurricanes is second only to 
Boston league-wide, and they’ve done it without Vezina-level 
goaltending. 

Sorokin could be the great equalizer for the Isles here, but it would take 
something unexpected to pull off the upset. 

4. Bruins 

This is the team everyone wants to avoid, and the biggest reason the 
Islanders need to hold onto the top wild-card spot over the Penguins and 
potentially the Panthers. 

The Atlantic Division leaders put together an absurd 57-12-5 record 
going into Thursday’s slate of games, and are on pace to break the all-
time record of 62 wins in a season. 

They were the fastest team in league history to reach 100 points and are 
on pace to tie the 1976-77 Canadiens for the most all time. 

Unsurprisingly, they also beat the Islanders all three times the two teams 
played, including a 6-2 shellacking at TD Garden in the most recent 
affair. 

The Isles would be massive underdogs if they faced Boston and rightly 
so. 

That’s less a reflection on them and more on the Bruins, who have 
looked untouchable all year. Trying to figure out how to match up with 
David Pastrnak, Brad Marchand and Patrice Bergeron in a playoff series 
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would be a mammoth task for Lane Lambert, and Linus Ullmark might be 
the only goaltender in the league who’s outplayed Sorokin this year. 
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Ilya Sorokin stays singularly focused on his job in the Islanders' net 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 
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Ilya Sorokin knows his one job well. 

And it’s becoming apparent that his singular focus on stopping pucks — 
and preparing to stop pucks — is helping him shine through his first 
playoff push as the Islanders’ No. 1 goalie. 

So don’t ask the 27-year-old Russian about the Islanders’ solid defensive 
structure or his thoughts on the potential of the Islanders making the 
playoffs or what’s going on with his teammates in general that fueled an 
8-3-1 record in March. 

He doesn’t analyze that. 

“I’m not focused on the team,” Sorokin said after making 25 saves in 
Wednesday night’s 2-1 shootout win over the Capitals. “I can’t tell about 
the team.” 

Remember, Sorokin is still teaching himself English. So this was not the 
potential Vezina Trophy candidate saying he wasn’t paying attention. It 
was how he conveyed his focus on his one job and that he felt 
unqualified to speak about anything else. 

“I don’t know about structure,” Sorokin said when asked how the 
Islanders have tightened their game defensively. “[My teammates] do 
block shots and help me and this is an important thing for me.” 

Sorokin, who has started two straight games and 18 of the last 23, 
improved to 28-19-7 with a 2.34 goals-against average and a .924 save 
percentage. That left him third in the NHL in save percentage, fourth in 
GAA and ninth in victories. His five shutouts are tied for the league lead. 

The Islanders will conclude a three-game road trip with a weekend back-
to-back against the Lightning on Saturday night at Amalie Arena and the 
Metropolitan Division-leading Hurricanes on Sunday in a potential first-
round playoff preview. Sorokin and Semyon Varlamov are likely to split 
those games. 

The Islanders hold the Eastern Conference’s first wild-card spot with six 
games remaining. Wednesday’s win improved their chances of qualifying 
for the playoffs to 94.2%, according to Hockey-Reference.com. 

Not that Sorokin — who made seven playoff appearances in 2021 as the 
Islanders reached the conference finals — is looking ahead. 

“I don’t think about this,” he said when asked about the playoffs. “Just 
one game. I [say] this every interview: No overthinking. Just one day and 
control what you can control.” 

Sorokin’s steady and often spectacular play has given the Islanders a 
decided edge in the wild-card chase. All the teams chasing them — the 
Penguins, the Panthers, the Sabres, the Senators and even the Capitals 
— have had some form of goaltender inconsistency. 

Coach Lane Lambert agreed that Sorokin has shown a superior ability to 
focus on his task alone. 

“Well, I’ve never been a goalie, but I think that you have to block 
everything out and just worry about focusing on what you’re doing,” 
Lambert said. “It’s a really incredible job to be able to do that. You’re on 
the ice for 60, 65 minutes, whatever it might be on any given night. I think 
he does a real good job of that and that’s what helps him have success. 

“We’ve been fortunate to have really good goalies here and they’re a 
great tandem, Varly and Ilya.” 
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Islanders Daily: Isles Dusting the Penguins, NHL Trade Rumors 

 

Dan Kingerski 

3-4 minutes 30/03/2023 

 

The New York Islanders are rolling now. Like Jake and Ellwood, the team 
that scuffled outside the playoffs for most of the season is now on a 
mission from God. The Islanders won again Wednesday and essentially 
ended any hope the rival Washington Capitals had of making the 
playoffs. They’re also pulling away from the sputtering Pittsburgh 
Penguins, of whom our sister site asked, “why are the Penguins so self-
destructive?” The NHL trade rumors are beginning in Washington, and 
there could be some real upheaval in Winnipeg. 

And the Florida Panthers are hot on the Penguins’ heels. Who you got 
there? Respect for a rival, or want Sidney Crosby at home for the spring? 

The Islanders are five up on the Penguins, who are just one up on the 
Panthers. 

New York Islanders, Playoff Race: 

The postgame. A 2-1 shootout win. 

Yes, a shootout win, finally. Funny how some great goalies aren’t so 
great in the shootout, and others who aren’t great goalies can’t be beaten 
in the game-ending skills comp. 

Florida Hockey Now: Banging on the Penguins’ door. Coach Paul 
Maurice ripped off his glasses in David Caruso style, yelled an F-bomb, 
and ripped his team. Then the Florida Panthers rallied to win. 

Because we all enjoy it. Here’s the video. Don’t read lips if you’re 
offended by bad words. 

Pittsburgh Hockey Now: A burning question haunts the Penguins. Only 
one team in the NHL has surrended more third-period leads. And 
perhaps no team has dogged it more often this season. Why in the world 
are they so self-destructive? Pittsburgh Penguins coverage. 

NHL Trade Talk, News & National Hockey Now: 

Sportsnet 32 Thoughts: Elliotte Friedman and Jeff Marek dove head first 
into the emerging story in D.C. They laid the foundation for the summer’s 
NHL trade rumors surrounding Evgeny Kuznetsov. 

Would you take Kuznetsov? 

Winnipeg Free Press: Heads up, you must provide your email addy to 
read the story. Mark McIntyre writes the Jets could disassemble their 
core, putting Mark Scheifele, Blake Wheeler, and Connor Hellebuyck on 
the NHL trade block. 
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Montreal Hockey Now: The latest odds on the #TankforBedard. 

Can you imagine Montreal getting Bedard? That team would be scary 
good in … two years? 

Boston Hockey Now: When you win the Presidents’ Trophy by a mile, 
soft efforts will happen. The Bruins lost to Nashville, and Brad Marchand 
openly admitted they took them lightly. Boston Bruins news. 

Philly Hockey Now: Perfect headline from our man Sam Carchidi. 
“Morgan Frost, From Toilet Seat to Opening Torts’ Eyes.” The Flyers are 
winning (and costing themselves spots in the Bedard tank). Philadelphia 
Flyers story. 
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Senators take one from Flyers, but it was a lot harder than it should have 
been 

 

Bruce Garrioch 

 

The Ottawa Senators paid a high price for two points Thursday night. 

The Senators overcame terrible goaltending from Cam Talbot and two 
key injuries to score a 5-4 victory against the Philadelphia Flyers, with 
Alex DeBrincat scoring the overtime winner in front of 17,518 in the 
stands at the Canadian Tire Centre, including potential owner Ryan 
Reynolds. 

Claude Giroux, Tim Stutzle, Shane Pinto and Austin Watson did the other 
scoring for Ottawa as the Senators kept pace in the race for the final 
wildcard spot in the National Hockey League’s Eastern Conference. 

The Senators played most of the game with only five defencemen after 
Travis Homanic left in the first period with what appeared to be a knee 
injury. That pressed rookie defenceman Tyler Kleven into more ice time 
in his NHL debut, but he picked up his first NHL point with an assist on a 
goal in the third period. 

To make matters worse for Ottawa, forward Derick Brassard had to be 
helped off the ice late in the second period with what appeared to be an 
ankle injury after his right leg twisted in a collision near the Flyers net. 

“Both guys, not good, it doesn’t look like at this point. Neither were able 
to return and it doesn’t look like they’ll be able to return anytime soon but 
we’ll know more in the morning,” said coach D.J. Smith. 

Sitting five points behind the Pittsburgh Penguins for the final wildcard 
spot the East heading this one, the only hope for the Senators was to 
keep winning. They don’t control their own playoff destiny, though, and 
will still need help from the teams in front of them in the standings. 

The Penguins scored a 2-0 win over the Nashville Predators on 
Thursday, while\ the Florida Panthers also won. 

The Flyers won’t make the playoffs, but they came into this game with 
five wins in their previous six games. 

“We worked extremely hard, created a lot and I thought we laid off a little 
bit in the third,” Smith said. “When (the Flyers) got chances they went in 
the net.” 

It was no surprise the Senators opted to go with Talbot after he missed 
three weeks with an oblique injury in a game on March 4. 

Talbot wasn’t exactly overworked, but he wasn’t solid, either. Cam York, 
Noah Coates scored in the third period to close the gap to 4-3, and then 
Owen Tippett tied it up 4-4 at 17:21. 

Talbot allowed four goals on 11 shots, which ties a franchise low for 
shots allowed. 

Talbot faced only five shots through 40 minutes and the Senators were 
ahead 3-1 at that point. Pinto’s 20th goal of the season at 16:50 of the 
second came at the same time Brassard went down in front of Flyers 
goalie Felix Sandstrom. 

“It’s disappointing. It’s just tough to watch,” said Pinto. “Brass is such a 
good guy. You never want to see that.” 

Senators forward Derick Brassard looks skyward as teammates Shane 
Pinto, Alex DeBrincat and Austin Watson and athletic therapist Dom 
Nicoletta help him off the ice after an injury in the second period. 

The second period was wild. Unhappy after taking a hit along the boards 
from Tony DeAngelo, DeBrincat went looking for revenge and ended up 
dropping the gloves with Joel Farabee. DeBrincat held his own and every 
Senators player on the ice went to the penalty box to congratulate him. 

“People seemed to like the fight better. It seems like when I fight I get 
more texts than I do when I do something else in the game,” DeBrincat 
said. 

The temperature remained high and a few minutes later, as Watson 
decided it was time to take care of business. He took on Nicolas 
Deslauriers, one of the NHL’s toughest players, and then it started to get 
out of control. 

On the way to the box, Deslauriers and Ottawa forward Mark Kastelic 
jawed at each other. That ended with the Ottawa centre dropping his 
gloves and trying to get at Deslauriers. You rarely see a player try to fight 
twice on the same shift, let alone in the same game. Both players were 
ejected. 

Stutzle’s 37th goal of the season restored a one-goal lead for the 
Senators at 7:43 of the second. He tipped Nick Holden’s shot from the 
point past Sandstrom to give his club a 2-1 advantage. 

DeAngelo had tied it up 1-1 at 1:51 of the second on only the third shot 
Talbot faced. A shot from the point found its way through a crowd. 

Ottawa outshot the Flyers 17-2 in the first, but only Watson was able to 
solve Sandstrrom. 

His ninth of the season came at 10:58. He picked up a loose puck at the 
top of the right faceoff circle and beat Sandstrom through the five-hole. 
There wasn’t much time to celebrate, though, because Hamonic was 
down by the boards. Athletic therapist Dom Nicoletta rushed to his side. 

Hamonic had been hit along the boards by Philadelphia’s Nick Seeler 
and had a difficult time getting up. 

The Senators were already without defencemen Thomas Chabot and 
Jakob Chychrun, so it will be another big hit if Hamonic is lost for any 
length of time. 

The Senators will host the Toronto Maple Leafs on Saturday night. 
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SNAPSHOTS: Senators coach D.J. Smith wanted captain Brady 
Tkachuk to focus on the Flyers, not Brendan Lemieux 

 

Bruce Garrioch 

 

In the hours before the puck dropped against the Philadelphia Flyers, 
D.J. Smith wanted Brady Tkachuk to know he had nothing to prove. 
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The Ottawa Senators head coach wanted his captain on the ice, not in 
the penalty box, so, if Flyers fourth-line forward Brendan Lemieux was 
looking for payback Thursday night at the Canadian Tire Centre, there 
was no reason for Tkachuk to engage. 

This was the first time Tkachuk had faced off against Lemieux since the 
latter was suspended five games by the National Hockey League’s 
department of player safety for biting the hand of Tkachuk as a member 
of the Los Angeles Kings on Nov. 27, 2021. 

Smith wanted Tkachuk to focus on what was happening in Thursday’s 
game because victories are pivotal for the Senators if they have any 
hopes of making the playoffs. 

“First off, Brady is afraid of nobody. He would take on anybody,” Smith 
said Thursday morning. “Absolutely not, in any situation, would we want 
that tradeoff. Do we want Brady fighting? When he’s playing against the 
top defencemen on other teams or against their top lines, then things 
happen in the game. 

“What happened in New Jersey, we weren’t happy about. A fourth-line 
guy kind of jumps him, we have a power play and he’s not on the power 
play. If he has to sit for two, five or 17 minutes, we’re not nearly as good 
a team. If you get a power play in that span, you’re not as good a team, 
or if he dings up his hand and can’t play. 

“There’s no situation, at this point of the season, where we need to win 
the game, that he should ever engage in that situation.” 

Tkachuk was furious at Lemieux after the 2021 incident and before the 
suspension was handed down. 

“This is the one-time I’m going to answer this,” Tkachuk said that night in 
Los Angeles. “It was the most gutless thing somebody could ever do. 
This guy, you can ask anyone of his teammates, nobody ever wants to 
play with him. This guy is a bad guy and a bad teammate. He focuses on 
himself all the time. 

“The guy’s just a joke. He shouldn’t be in the league. This guy’s gutless. 
No other team wants him. He’s going to keep begging to be in the NHL, 
but no other team is going to want him. He’s an absolute joke. I can’t 
even wrap my head around it. People don’t even do this. He’s just a bad 
guy.” 

Lemieux chose his words carefully before facing the Senators on 
Thursday. He had been dealt to the Flyers at the March 3 trade deadline 
by the Kings in exchange for forward Zack McEwen. 

“It’s just another night,” Lemieux told reporters. “We’ve got the rest of the 
year to worry about and our group and what’s going on with our team. I’m 
not too concerned with anything that he says to the media or anything 
that has happened in the past.” 

Smith said Tkachuk had been good about knowing when the timing was 
right. 

“The hard part is he’s so competitive and he doesn’t want to say no,” 
Smith said. “But it’s my job as the coach not to put him in those spots and 
it’s also my job to let him know. If he goes and allows anyone’s tough guy 
around the league to take him on, there’s going to be all kinds of guys. 

“You’re not as good a players as he is if you’re the other team’s, per se, 
tough guy, or a guy that plays five to seven minutes. You’re going to take 
off a guy that is either leading our team in scoring, most of the time, or is 
second, and it makes no sense for us. He is a getting better competitive 
at recognizing that, but he’s getting better at it down the stretch.” 

THIS N’ THAT 

With Senators defenceman Thomas Chabot out of the lineup Thursday 
because of an upper body injury, Tyler Kleven made his NHL debut 
against the Flyers. Kleven signed out of the University of North Dakota a 
week ago and began the contest partnered with veteran Nick Holden. 
“It’s always exciting to see guys play their first game,” Holden told the 
club’s website. “He’s coming out of college, and it should be fun. I just 

have to let him know I’m there to support him and I don’t want to 
overwhelm him. He’s probably getting a lot input from a lot of people, so I 
don’t say too much. I just kind of talk during the play and on the ice so 
they feel supported. I don’t want to overwhelm him with information.” 
Kleven was the No. 44 overall pick in the 2020 NHL draft … Ottawa 
Mayor Mark Sutcliffe noted that, after he spent an hour meeting 
Vancouver-born actor Ryan Reynolds on Thursday about his interest in 
purchasing the Senators with the Remington Group, a little extra time 
was set aside afterwards. “Everybody in the office was pretty excited and 
they wanted to get their pictures taken with (Reynolds), so we had to take 
some time for that,” Sutcliffe said … Former Senators captain Brad Shaw 
was in the role as head coach on Thursday night. Head coach John 
Tortorella watched from the press box with Philly general manager Daniel 
Brière and let Shaw, the associate coach, handle bench duties. 
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Ryan Reynolds makes a second trip to Ottawa as sale of Senators heats 
up 

 

Bruce Garrioch 

 

The Remington Group has brought in its heaviest hitter in its bid to 
purchase the Ottawa Senators. 

Vancouver-born actor Ryan Reynolds arrived in Ottawa late Wednesday 
night from his home in New York and spent part of Thursday meeting 
with Mayor Mark Sutcliffe at city hall. 

Accompanied by Christopher Bratty, the president of the Remington 
Group, the 46-year-old Reynolds posted a picture with Sutcliffe to 
Instagram, captioning it “Ottawa friends.” They also made a stop at the 
offices of the National Capital Commission to discuss a new rink at 
LeBreton Flats. 

Reynolds and Bratty sat down with Sutcliffe for an hour. The mayor had 
told the Senators that, if any of the interested groups wanted to reach out 
to chat about the city, he’d be more than happy to do it. Remington isn’t 
the only group to meet with Sutcliffe; others have indicated they’ll take 
him up on the offer, too. 

“It was a great discussion, very friendly, it was great to meet (Reynolds),” 
Sutcliffe told Postmedia from his office. “I really appreciate his interest in 
our city and our team. That’s really a sign of how much our city, and 
team, has grown and matured over the last 10 or 15 years. 

“The city has grown up; the team has developed and it’s an exciting 
young team now with lots of potential. There was a time when people 
wondered if Ottawa was big enough for an NHL franchise. I don’t think 
people wonder that anymore. 

“The franchise is here to stay. The fact that Ryan and his partners, and 
all of the other potential buyers, are interested and that there’s so many 
of them, it just shows much the city has grown and how much the team 
has evolved.” 

Reynolds attended the Senators’ home game against the Philadelphia 
Flyers at the Canadian Tire Centre on Thursday night. Representatives 
of the Remington Group had arrived Wednesday and spent the day at 
the rink meeting with club officials. 

In their presentation to Reynolds, it’s believed the Remington Group sold 
him on a vision they have to turn the franchise into a winner. The idea 
involves getting the city on the map as a destination that people will want 
to visit and building a state-of-the-art home for the Senators. 
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“We had a great discussion about the future of our city, the community 
and the ways the team drives the economy in our community, through 
philanthropy and other great things, and civic pride. It was a great 
discussion about the potential for this franchise,” Sutcliffe said. 

The decision by Reynolds to come to town and sit down with Sutcliffe is 
another indicator of just how serious Bratty and the Remington Group are 
about winning the bidding war for the franchise. 

Reynolds has been in on this process since the Melnyk family announced 
in November that it was going to sell the team, but only to somebody who 
would keep it in Ottawa. Reynolds is bullish on the idea of being part of 
the Remington Group and plans to play a key role. 

“He is all in on this. That is the sense that I got. He really wants to see 
this happen and is very committed to it,” Sutcliffe said. “If this goes ahead 
for his group, he’s not going to be a silent partner, he’s going to be 
actively involved going forward. 

“And he has a lot of ideas. He’s genuinely excited about this.” 

National Hockey League commissioner Gary Bettman, who was in 
Ottawa on Monday, confirmed six groups had moved on to the second 
phase of bidding. The NCC said in a statement the organization is 
available to speak to all the groups as well. 

“As part of the ongoing process, we made ourselves available to answer 
questions the shortlisted groups of potential buyers may have,” the NCC 
said. “Our CEO Tobi Nussbaum met with representatives of The 
Remington Group today, including Ryan Reynolds. We answered their 
questions on the Memorandum of Understanding with (the Senators) the 
LeBreton project.” 

As Postmedia reported, Jeffrey and Michael Kimel of Toronto-based Harl 
Capital were in Ottawa last Friday to meet with Senators chief financial 
officer Erin Crowe, president of business operations Anthony LeBlanc 
and general manager Pierre Dorion. 

An unnamed First Nations group has also shown serious interest, having 
visited with management, and it occupied a box to watch the Senators’ 5-
2 win over the Florida Panthers on Monday night. 

It’s also believed that representatives of Los Angeles-based producer 
Neko Sparks toured Canadian Tire Centre on Thursday and were in the 
stadium along with Reynolds. Sparks’ group is expected to stick around 
for the Battle of Ontario matchup with the Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Saturday night. 

Toronto-based billionaire Michael Andlauer, a part owner of the Montreal 
Canadiens, is another high-profile visitor likely to be in town this week. 

As Postmedia reported Wednesday, Windsor-based developer Rocco 
Tullio, the owner of the Ontario Hockey League’s Oshawa Generals, has 
teamed up with Toronto billionaire Steve Apostolopoulos, who’s been 
linked to a bid for ownership of the National Football League’s 
Washington Commanders. 

Sutcliffe said it made sense for city officials to meet with bidders. 

“If any of the prospective owners wanted to talk me when they were 
visiting the city, I wanted them to know I was available to talk about the 
city because I figured it would be helpful,” Sutcliffe said. “If I were buying 
the team I’d want to speak to as many people as possible in leadership 
roles in the city.” 
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Inside Ryan Reynolds’ meeting with Ottawa mayor Mark Sutcliffe 

 

By Ian Mendes 

 

Mark Sutcliffe has only been on the job for five months as the mayor of 
Ottawa, but there is already a runaway leader for the most memorable 
week in his new role. 

And it’s hard to imagine when he could face another scenario where he 
meets a trio of such influential people in the political, sports and 
entertainment fields in the span of just a few days. 

“If you came to me last year and said, ‘In March of next year you’ll meet 
Joe Biden, Gary Bettman and Ryan Reynolds inside of six days, that 
would have been a surprise to me,'” Sutcliffe told The Athletic during a 
phone conversation on Thursday. 

Of course, Ottawa Senators fans only have a keen interest in how the 
latter two meetings played out for Sutcliffe. On Monday, the mayor 
hosted NHL commissioner Gary Bettman inside his office, a meeting the 
two men discussed at length when they met with the media on Monday 
evening at the Canadian Tire Centre. 

On Thursday morning, Sutcliffe once again opened the door at his city 
hall office to another famous person with an NHL connection. And 
Sutcliffe admitted this was not a typical Thursday at the office. 

“It’s not every day that somebody like Ryan Reynolds comes to your 
office at city hall,” Sutcliffe said. 

Reynolds was accompanied by one of the partners in his bid to purchase 
the Ottawa Senators, Chris Bratty of The Remington Group. Sutcliffe 
says the meeting lasted roughly 60 minutes — with a small caveat. 

“The meeting was an hour plus photos,” laughed Sutcliffe. “Everybody 
wanted a picture.” 

Ottawa friends. 🇨🇦 pic.twitter.com/bK7xYgHW0s 

— Ryan Reynolds (@VancityReynolds) March 30, 2023 

But despite the distraction of having a Hollywood star inside the walls of 
city hall, Sutcliffe says he was able to conduct a fairly typical and 
straightforward meeting with Reynolds and Bratty. 

“There is the star power there when you’re talking to Ryan Reynolds. But 
once the meeting is underway, you’re just talking to a businessperson 
and entrepreneur,” explains Sutcliffe. “I’ve spent a lot of time around 
CEOs and business owners and it felt very much like that type of 
conversation. It had the feeling of a business meeting.” 

This was not the first meeting between Sutcliffe and the Reynolds camp. 
They had connected over a Zoom call a couple of weeks ago as an 
introductory meeting, with the promise Reynolds and Bratty would visit in 
person on their next trip to Ottawa. Sutcliffe is adamant that he’s 
extended this same opportunity to visit city hall to all remaining bidders. 
He says “a couple” of them have taken him up on the offer, while “a 
couple more” may pay a visit in the days ahead. Other groups have been 
through the city this week, with potential owner Neko Sparks in the 
building with some members of his team on Thursday evening. But 
Sutcliffe declined to confirm which other groups have meetings planned 
with him. 

Another thing Sutcliffe wanted to point out was that his meeting with 
Reynolds and Bratty was simply exploratory in nature. They did not get 
into granular details of the sale process or conduct negotiations in any 
fashion. 

“People are getting ahead of themselves if they think that if I sit down 
with a group like this, that we’re working out where the arena will be, 
what the city’s role will be and how much land is available or things like 
that. And I can tell you, none of that was discussed,” said Sutcliffe. “This 
was all high-level stuff. Like, ‘What’s the market like? Where can we go 
as a community? What’s the real opportunity here?'” 
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Sutcliffe says Reynolds seemed to strike an empathetic tone when 
discussing certain elements of what he would like to bring to an 
ownership group in Ottawa. 

“I’m impressed with the guy as an investor. but beyond that, there is a 
level of caring with the community. And it was evident in the type of 
questions he asked about the community,” said Sutcliffe. “The idea that 
someone like Ryan wants to invest in our city and grow our community is 
really exciting. It was a great conversation. I’m grateful that so many 
people — including Ryan — are interested in our city and our team. 
That’s a real vote of confidence for Ottawa.” 

Sutcliffe admits that he was “fascinated” by watching the entire “Welcome 
to Wrexham” documentary that chronicles Reynolds’ part ownership in 
the Welsh soccer club Wrexham AFC. And as a result, Sutcliffe says he 
views Reynolds more through the prism of a businessman than a big-
screen presence. 

“I think of him as much as an entrepreneur and investor as I do think of 
him as an actor. I have probably seen more of him in action as an 
entrepreneur,” says Sutcliffe. 

And Sutcliffe wanted to peel back the curtain and tell people that 
Reynolds’ reputation as a humble, down-to-earth celebrity is very 
accurate from his perspective. 

“He has a disarming quality about him. He makes you feel comfortable 
right away,” adds Sutcliffe. “He’s really relatable. It was fun.” 

Experts weigh in on land claim issue at LeBreton Flats 

Earlier this week, TSN Hockey Insider Chris Johnston dropped an 
interesting nugget pertaining to the ownership situation with the Ottawa 
Senators. 

Johnston reported that a First Nations Group that has partnered with 
Graeme Roustan has a land claim on the piece of property at LeBreton 
Flats where a downtown arena may end up for the Senators. According 
to Johnston, the Algonquins of Ontario have aligned themselves with the 
Roustan bid and are potentially using this as a piece of leverage in their 
favour. 

The National Capital Commission (NCC) is in charge of the parcel of land 
at LeBreton Flats but they declined multiple requests from The Athletic to 
address this potential wrinkle. As a result, I reached out to two experts in 
the field to get their read on the situation. Is this significant, nothing — or 
something in between? 

“I would have to say yes, it’s an advantage. But how big of an 
advantage? That remains to be seen,” said Taynar Simpson, research 
director for Wampum Records, an Indigenous consulting firm. 

“That’s interesting to me. This is certainly unusual, but I don’t know if it 
gives them a ton of leverage,” added Darren O’Toole, an associate 
professor at the University of Ottawa who specializes in Aboriginal Title 
law. 

One thing both experts wanted to make clear is that the Algonquins of 
Ontario are not in a position where they are looking to take control of that 
land at LeBreton Flats themselves. 

“They’re not going to evict people off the property. They just want to enter 
into a settlement process for compensation,” explains Simpson. “This is 
just a negotiation process that would allow this arena to be built. But they 
would need to be at the negotiating table.” 

Simpson says that in addition to a financial component, the Algonquins of 
Ontario may be looking for additional things to be added to the arena 
once the final details are in place for LeBreton Flats. They could ask for 
the streets around the arena to have an Indigenous theme. Or they may 
request a statue or other memorials to be placed outside of the arena. 
They may even ask for a percentage of the naming rights of the arena to 
be directed toward them. So if they’re already at the table as part of an 
ownership group, it might make this process a tad bit smoother. 

O’Toole says that when it comes time for the financial terms to be settled, 
that shouldn’t fall on the prospective new owner of the Ottawa Senators 
or the real estate developers directly. 

“The federal government will be paying out any claims,” says O’Toole. 
“They’re not looking to kick anybody out or take any land. They just want 
to be compensated for the loss of the land.” 

But O’Toole says if the Roustan bid is successful with the Algonquins of 
Ontario in their corner, there will likely be less red tape around the 
process. 

“I suspect it’s this is their way of saying, ‘If we own the team, we won’t 
put in an injunction,” says O’Toole. “If we bought the team, because we 
have an outstanding claim, we’re not going to block any development. It 
would be against our own interest.” 

So what would happen if a group that is not directly affiliated with the 
Algonquins of Ontario ends up winning the Senators ownership bid and 
plans to build a new arena at LeBreton Flats? 

“It doesn’t mean they’ll block a different bid,” explains Simpson. 

There is a possibility of things getting a little bit sticky with an injunction, 
but O’Toole is quick to point out that in his experience, “the success rate 
is usually low in terms of judges granting injunctions” in these cases. 

A more likely scenario would see the situation potentially dragged out for 
a few extra weeks or months while some of the details are worked out. 
But this would not appear to be a catastrophic or deal-breaking scenario. 

“Worst case scenario, I could see this project being slowed down a little 
bit,” says O’Toole. “But I think the federal government would jump in 
quickly. It’s basically a pressure tactic. but it is leverage. But how 
effective? That’s the question.” 

But Simpson said his read of the situation is that the Roustan group may 
have been the only ones with the foresight to connect and consult with 
the Algonquins of Ontario during the sale process of the Senators. 

“All of these groups probably should have reached out at some point,” 
adds Simpson. “It seems they reached out to the Algonquin people early 
in their process. And maybe they are the only ones who did.” 
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How Travis Hamonic found a home with the Senators and why he wants 
to stay in Ottawa 

 

By Ian Mendes 

 

As Travis Hamonic sat in his locker stall on Wednesday morning, there 
were two fresh scratch marks on his left cheekbone. 

At first glance, you would assume the bright red scratches were simply 
the latest battle scars for a defenceman who has put his body in harm’s 
way on countless occasions during this regular season. But as part of an 
extended conversation with The Athletic, Hamonic revealed the damage 
was actually inflicted inside his family home. 

“I came home the other day and my son had his hockey gloves on and 
said, ‘Dad, let’s fight.’ So he drops his gloves, pulls my shirt over me and 
ends up scratching up my face,” laughs Hamonic. 

Of course, that’s not even the worst friendly fire Hamonic has received 
this season. Back in December, he inadvertently took a Thomas Chabot 
stick to the face when his teammate recklessly swung his own stick in 
frustration on the bench. 
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But when asked what’s the most painful thing that’s happened to him this 
season, Hamonic reveals that he played with a cracked Adam’s apple 
during a game against the Rangers on December 2. A shot from Vitali 
Kravtsov caught Hamonic directly in the throat, causing the defenceman 
to fall to the ice in debilitating pain. Kravtsov, meanwhile, simply scooped 
up the loose puck and scored a goal. 

“When that puck hit me, I went down and it was scary,” says Hamonic. “I 
couldn’t breathe.” 

An X-ray revealed a cracked Adam’s apple — a diagnosis that was 
foreign to Hamonic. 

“I laughed when they told me that. I said to them, ‘Wow. I didn’t even 
know you could do that,'”Hamonic says. “But they told me it was safe to 
go back out and play. And so I did.” 

Hamonic only missed a handful of shifts and still returned to play more 
than 13 minutes after suffering the injury that night. And after Brady 
Tkachuk tied the game in the final minute of regulation time, Hamonic 
was out for the final 49 seconds of the third period with his partner Jake 
Sanderson to help ensure the game went to overtime. (The Senators 
eventually won the contest 3-2 courtesy of a Tkachuk overtime goal). 

Hamonic’s team-leading 142 blocked shots — which currently ranks 16th 
in the NHL — does not come as a complete surprise. But what is 
shocking is that Hamonic is actually leading all Senators defencemen in 
scoring this month. After Ottawa acquired Jakob Chychrun just prior to 
the trade deadline, the feeling was the Senators would be able to 
generate offence from the blue line with the likes of Chychrun, Chabot, 
Sanderson and Erik Brannstrom. 

But in a strange twist, it’s Hamonic who has more goals, points and shots 
on goal than any other Senators defenceman in the 14 games in the 
month of March. 

Senators defencemen scoring in March 

Travis Hamonic 

3-7-10 

34 

Jake Sanderson 

0-7-7 

18 

Thomas Chabot 

2-4-6 

19 

Erik Brannstrom 

1-5-6 

8 

Jakob Chychrun 

2-3-5 

30 

Nick Holden 

1-2-3 

5 

Artem Zub 

0-0-0 

3 

When Hamonic is informed that he’s leading all Senators defenceman in 
scoring this month, he quips, “I’m just a threat I guess.” 

But then with a more serious tone, he adds, “I do know what my role is. 
At my age, you’re not reinventing the wheel. So I just try and keep it 
simple offensively. Either I’m sliding it to my partner or I’m firing it on net,” 
says Hamonic. 

When Thomas Chabot exited Monday’s contest early with an upper-body 
injury, Hamonic suddenly found himself on Ottawa’s power play unit 
alongside the likes of Brady Tkachuk, Tim Stützle and Claude Giroux. At 
the top of the power play umbrella, Hamonic slid a pass across to Stützle 
in the right faceoff circle, where the young star fired home a one-timer for 
his 36th goal of the season. 

Afterwards, Hamonic traded barbs with Chabot about taking his spot on 
the power play. 

“I was telling him how easy it was to put it in Timmy’s wheelhouse. 
Timmy would have 60 of those if I was up there with him the whole time,” 
Hamonic jokes. “It gave the boys a good laugh.” 

Laughter and happiness have been constant themes for Hamonic since 
he arrived in Ottawa last season. And those are emotions he was not 
accustomed to experiencing at any point over the past three years. 

In the summer of 2020, Hamonic opted out of the NHL’s return to play 
inside the COVID-19 playoff bubble with the Calgary Flames, citing 
concerns over his family’s health. Hamonic’s daughter was hospitalized 
with a respiratory ailment in January 2019 and he simply did not want to 
put his family at greater risk. 

Then his two seasons with the Vancouver Canucks were surrounded by 
tension and negativity. There were questions about his vaccination status 
in the fall of 2021. He had a cool and detached relationship with the local 
media. And when you listen to Hamonic speak, the seasons around the 
COVID-19 pandemic clearly weighed heavily on his shoulders. 

“A lot happened in those years. Whether it’s me or anybody else, but in 
the last couple of years there has been a lot going on for a lot of people,” 
admits Hamonic. “You get a fresh start and you come in with a clean 
slate.” 

And so when he came to Ottawa at last year’s trade deadline, he was 
eager to show off what he felt was his true personality. On most days, 
Hamonic is waiting at his locker stall, greeting reporters with his toothless 
smile. He’s been known to interrupt media sessions with Alex DeBrincat 
by meowing in the background, paying homage to the sniper’s nickname 
of the ‘The Cat’. 

“I’m just always smiling now. As you start to get older, you just want to be 
happy coming to the rink. And when I have a smile on my face and feel 
important, that’s when I’m at my best and can contribute,” says Hamonic. 
“My close friends and family have noticed it too. My mom is watching 
back home TV and she says to me all the time, ‘It just looks like you’re 
really having fun again.'” 

The 32-year-old Hamonic is set to become an unrestricted free agent this 
summer, but he’s making it clear he does not want to survey other 
options. If there is a role for him to play in Ottawa next season, signing a 
contract with the Senators is the top priority for him right now. 

“I love it here. And I want to say that from the bottom of my heart,” says 
Hamonic. “My wife and kids are so happy here. They are really settled 
here. And the community has really welcomed us. On a personal level, 
this is a no-brainer. And with the hockey team, this is headed in the right 
direction. This organization is on the upswing.” 

Hamonic says his camp has had preliminary discussions with Pierre 
Dorion about a new contract, but they haven’t reached the point where 
negotiations have become serious. 

“They’ve spoken, but there are other fish to fry too. When the time 
comes, I’m sure we will get something figured out,” says Hamonic. 
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If Hamonic is able to re-sign in Ottawa, he wants to re-launch his 
charitable initiatives in the community. When he was with the Islanders, 
he started the ‘D-Partner Program’, where Hamonic would connect with 
children who lost a parent at a young age. Hamonic himself was only 10 
years old when his father died, a story he shared in a poignant ESPN 
television feature in 2016. Although he hasn’t officially re-launched the 
‘D-Partner Program’ in the post-COVID world, Hamonic still greets 
children who have lost a parent after a handful of games in Ottawa. And 
he will be doing that on Thursday evening following Ottawa’s home game 
at Canadian Tire Centre against the Philadelphia Flyers. 

With the Flames, Hamonic launched the Northern Project, a not-for-profit 
initiative that allowed Indigenous youth from the Northwest Territories, 
Nunavut and Yukon with opportunities to experience the benefits of sport 
and education in their communities. The program also gave the children 
a chance to visit Calgary for an all-expenses paid weekend trip courtesy 
of the Hamonic family. It was a way for Hamonic to reconnect with his 
Métis heritage. 

After the couple’s daughter Charlie had her health scare in 2019, the 
Hamonics launched Charlie’s Children in Calgary. The family wanted to 
help the Women In Need Society (WINS), by helping single mothers 
purchase car seats, cribs and other childcare essentials. For all of his 
efforts, Hamonic has previously been a recipient of the NHL Foundation 
Player Award for his humanitarian work. 

And if he’s back with the Senators next season, it’s something he wants 
to restart with a lot of vigour. 

“Community work is such a big part of my life. If I’m back, that’s 
something I want to do,” says Hamonic. “And it’s not just something I 
want to do, it’s something I have to do. I have to give back.” 

As he concludes the conversation, Hamonic appears content and wants 
to reiterate his gratitude for the path that led him to Ottawa. 

“It just seems like everything has aligned for me to be here. I have really 
found a home here,” says Hamonic. “It was a real blessing in disguise 
when I got traded here. I didn’t know what to expect, but this has been 
one of the best things that’s ever happened to me in my career.” 
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